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By Jay Kumar 
The continuing saga of the 
Memorial Union Building's 
_ vacant basement space pro-
gressed a little further Friday 
when Dean of Students J. Gregg 
Sanborn announced .to the MUB 
Board of Goverribrs that the 
Barnes and Noble bookstore will 
not be moving into the space. 
· "This ought to be strictly 
student space," ·said Sanborn. 
Sanborn said the decision 
hinged on a number of con-
straints, including questions 
about the loading dock and 
storage. , 
.Sanborn and Director of Cam-
pus Planning Vic'tor Azz1 came 
to the special meeting at the 
request of University President 
Gordon Haaland to announce 
the ad,ministrative .decision. 
and entertainment space, said 
MUB Board Chairperson ·Bret 
Clemons. He said he couldn't 
give a possible date fo-r a deci-
/ sion because there is so much 
still to do, including reviewing 
and renovating the space. 
the bookstore's contract will 
expire at' the end of this academ-
ic year, Sanborn said. He asked 
the Board of Governors to 
consider options in the, best 
interests of both the university 
and students. 
He suggested using th~ office 
in the Commuter Transfer Cen-
ter currently allocated to Student 
Activity Fee Organization treas-
urer Don Harley as additional 
space for the Non-Traditional 
Student Center. , 
Azzi sa.id a decision will be 
- made on the bookstore by the 
Dean of Stu'.dent Aff~irs J. Gregg Sanborn and Director of Campus Planning Victor Azzi end of this month. 
Petree House, the current site 
of the Non-Traditional Student 
Center, is inaccessible, Sanborn 
said. The administration even-' 
tually hopes to move the entire 
center into the MUB, i_n order 
to . improve class acces_s and 
program times, he said. 
d (E · S · h ) Sanborn asked the MUB _ during the MUB Board of Governors meeting last Fri ay. nc mes p oto board to work directly with Azzi 
S. t· d t t • H I d to determine exactly what will · U en S _ques 100 aa an ;t~ht~0'!:l;~bi'Ice~:,:,:;:i~~ 
By Brian Brady 
Last night Presid~nt Gordon 
Haaland spoke in Williamson 
Hall to a group of students about 
the present state of affairs on 
campus and the future of the 
university. 
Secondly, he _said a student's 
role _shoulci include taking ad-
vantage of student government, 
recreation and athletics. 
"They don't think of the 
. uni,versity as their responsibility 
as much as their discipline," 
Haaland said. "Hopefully the 
resid,~ntial college idea will help 
that. 
station Channel 11 (WENH) 
until a year ago\ · ,1 · 
"This decision still does leave 
open many questions a?OUt 
space utilization on campus," 
Sanborn said. There is a "des-
perate n.<eed" for additional 
computer space for hardware, 
he added. 
The MUB Board of Gover-
nors has proposed using the 
Azzi said, "There are real 
problems I believe we -have . to 
work together to overcome." 
There are still no good soluti6ns 
for the MUB, the Task Center, 
and other trouble spots-, he said. 
"Nobody and no thing on 
campus has an excess of space," 
he said. He added tha_t tough 
decisions and compromises have 
to be made. 
When asked ·about the fund-
The crowd of approximately 
50 students that gathered spent 
more than an ho_ur asking Haa-
land questions, which ranged 
from the current parking prob-
1 em to the over crowding in· 
classes. · 
"The primary role of a stu-
dent is to be· in an _ advising 
group," Haaland said. "I view _ 
the way in which. we govern 
ourself as not being a democracy. 
We don't vote. It is a consulting 
process." 
"It is very much a role for 
faculty and people like myself 
to listen, but ultimately, I have 
to make the decisions," Haaland 
said. 
Financially, Haaland sees the 
future for UNH as a bright one. 
He said thaqince New Hamp-
shire has a low tax burden, the 
state does not raise enough 
money to properly fund th_e 
university. 
space for study', office, meeting _ M~B, page 9 
When asked about the current 
parking problem Haaland ad-
mitted that something needs 
to be done to improve the 
situation, but part of the proh-
. lem is that students want con-
venient parking which, in most 
cases, is not possible. Haaland 
feh, however, that the university 
can provide adequate parking, 
and there will be efforts to 
improve it. He presented no 
specific plans. 
1 An out of state student asked 
what is being do_ne with the out 
of state tuition increase and if 
it will continue to increase. 
Haaland said the tuition is 
used to run the univ.ersity, and 
the tuition increase proposed 
for the current in-state students 
is relatively low. 
"We cry to look at our com-
petitors when assessing our 
tuition,''. 'Haaland said. "We 
primarily look at Vermont, B.C., 
B.U., Massachusetts, Maine and 
small colleges. That is , our 
_ lea.gue. Our number one com-
petition for students is Ver-
rpont, and the tuition at UNH 
is $1,500 less than there. Rel-
ative to other universities UNH 
is cheap." 
A student asked Haaland 
what role a student has in 
making decisions. , 
"The most important thing 
is getting a good educatign," 
Haaland said. "The rest is gravy. 
It is my job to deal with the rest:" -
Another issue discussed was 
the problem students have had 
getting courses and the sizes of 
some of the courses. Sam 
Smith's.Food and People course 
was used as the primary exam-
ple. 
Haaland said that research 
has shown there is rio intrinsic -
advantage to the style of lecture, 
larger or small. He also said chat 
it .is the professor's job to teach . 
and that is the determining 
factor in what a student learns. · 
Haaland noted that the size of 
UNH makes it necessary to have 
some large classes. 
· "Hopefully, major classes will 
become smaller," Haaland said. 
"I would hope (students) 
wouldn't spend their whole 
college career in large classes." 
Haaland also talked about 
having a proposed dormitory 
designed as a residential college; 
a dormitory that has classrooms 
in it. He sees it as an interesting 
learning experience and a uni-
que opportunity to bring the 
students and the faculty· closer 
together. 
When asked about how the 
faculty could be made more 
interested in meeting the stu-
dents, Haaland compared to-
day's university professors with 
those he worked with when he 
came to UNH as a professor in 
1965. . 
Haaland said that in the 
future more· students will be 
attending ~ollege in the state. 
Residents of New Hampshire 
will then force the state govern-
ment to contribute more money 
to the university . 
After· the meeting Haaland 
was asked if he spoke to the 
students because recently the 
stiident senate criticized him 
for his lack of involvement with 
the student body. 
Haaland said that the meeting 
was something he -planned at 
the beginning of the semester · 
and, therefore, it is consistent 
with his past relacionshi.p with 
the student body. Later iri the 
semester he ·will visit . other 
aormitories. 
Junfor Patty Kijanka said 
Haaland's visit was, "a big first 
step because a lot of people have 
never seen President Haaland. 
Students need to know what is 
. going on." 
"He was general and not 
specific," Leanne ·Page said. 
'It doesn't seein like he 
realizes that this school exists 
because students go here," Kris 
Bowen said. "Tpe faculty and 
administration are here be€ause 
the students are here.'·' 
Junior Johnr Werdeqnan 
thought that everything Haa-
land had to say, "had to do with 
what .other people think. All he 
was worried about was educa-
tion, nothing social. He has a 
closed mind on social events." 
Senate approves 
Kari-van stop 
By 'Curtis Graves 
The student senate passed a 
bill Sunday night that calls for 
a 2-week trial period for a Kari-
Van shuttle stop at the O'Kane 
Child Care Development Cen-
ter. The shuttle will stop at 8:30, 
10:30, 12:30 and 1:30, beginning 
on October 31. 
Co-Chairperson Pete Sim-
mons said that Kari'...Van Super-
visor Dirk Timmons would 
consider making the stop per-
manent if ridership was good. 
Business Manag~r Larry Do~-, 
ovan said that the stop woulcl 
cost extra money, and cautioned 
members of the senate to con-
si<;ler this }?efore voting. 
S t,u dent Body Pres id e n t 
Wendy Hammond said, "I sup-
port. this. I'm sure the difference_ 
in price would be menial." 
Donovan said that the differ-
ence in price would be about 
$2,000, and added that the 
difference was not menial. · 
. Marc Schwa.rz from the lib-
eral arts advising center gave 
a presentation on the space set 
aside in Hood House for advis-
ing. 
Schwarz said that the space 
was adequate, but advising 
around pre-registration will be 
difficult because of the way the 
space is divided. 
Sena(or Alexandra Weill said 
that the senate will contact the 
vice president for academic 
affairs and request that the space 
be utilized more efficiently . 
Weill also said she wasn't cer-
tain when advising's move from 
Murkland to Hood House would 
take place, and that the time may 
not have been determined 'Yet. 
Senator Andy Albright said 
he was happy to say that the 
MUB space created when Chan-
nel 11 left will not be given to 
Barnes and Noble. 
There will be a debate today 
between -12:30 and 2:00 in the 
Carrol/Belknap room in which 
the future of the MUB space will 
be discussed. 
Free limo .rides will be given 
between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 
p.m. tomorrow to and from the 
Durham town office for anyone 
· who wishes to register to vote. 
The limousine will pick people 
up in front of the Cat's Closet. 
The limousine has been donated 
. by Harborside Limousine of 
Portsmouth. 
Chairperson Liz Delucia -said _ 
that this is alcohol awareness 
w·eek and encouraged all 
members of the senate to par-
ticipate. See the Calendar in this 
issue for details on alcohol 
awareness presentations. 
/ 
Restrictions regulate UNH rowers at, regatta 
By Karen Hamilton The committee said they do 
The Head-of~the-Charles Re- not discriminate against women 
gatta attracts athletes from all based on the_ fact th~t they w~re 
over the world and its commit- one ·of the flfst maJor regattas 
tee claims its flag col]ection gets to· allow women to compete, 
bigger and .bigger every year. - according to 1:-llsopp. . 
Despite the regatta's nation- The comm1t~ee also said that 
wide appeal, UNH crew has if UNH _dec1d~d to follow 
fought a constant battle for the through with their plans to race 
last two years to simply be a part in a mixed eight, _they ~<:mid_ be 
of what the regatta is all about: disqualified. _A dJsqu~li~1cat1on 
rowing: · · would make 1t more d_1ff 1~ult for 
Nine members of the men's UNH to get aq.y entnes rn next 
varsity crew represented UNH year's race. . . . . 
ar the 24th annual H€ad-of-the- . The reggata has spec1f1C~t1ons 
Charles Regatta. stating that _the men's divisions 
The remainder of the i:nen' s are for male rowers and scullers 
and 'women's teams were unable only and the women's divisions 
to compete in the regatta based - are for female_ rowers and 
on restrictions by the r~gatta scullers only-. Thete ,are ~ep~rat~ 
committee and the fact that men's and womens d1vu;10ns 
UNH received only one entry. in each event and p·ri~e_s _are 
When, the team realized they · awarded in each event-d~v1s1on. 
had only pne entry,_ they planned The probJ,em of gettrng en-
to racf; ip.. a mixed eight boat, tries for The Head-of-the-
consisting of a coxswain, four Charles began last year ~hen 
fema1e~rowers and four male the applications were lost m the 
rowers. : ' mail. UNH technically did not 
q:'he R.egatta Committee de- get their entries in on time so 
cided otherwise. / they lost any seniority they had. 
''.'Me~bers of . the · Regatta Allsopp said he understands 
Committee took turns calling why UNH di.cl not get any 
me three nights in a row trying entries in last year's race but 
to convince me not to do it," still questions the committee's 
UNH Head Crew Coach Chris . - method of choosing who is able 
Allsopp sai1; ·; ,, ·: : ; · :· , . ' , :to_ get. into _t.~e r~c~ ani who ~s 
. Allso_pj:/ 'wanted to race a not. 
mixed ~ight t<:> make a stat~ment "They (the committee) said 
to die teain .fod committee that-· that it is totally by luck of 'th:e 
he should not have to prioritize · draw · but how ·cari it be ·when 
, The New Hamp~~_(re ~re:w Team tried to make their mark at the Head-of-the-Charles rega~~~- , 
on St\,turqay. (Karen Hani.ilt~ii 'photo) · . · · · ·1 • • • . · 
the men's team over the worn- man/ crews from bfgger schools 
en's team. "''§le are trying to say get multiple entries?" Allsopp 
no_t.radng at ag but deci4ed_that cold weather and choppy water ·and n? one ,else passed us,,t~at-
they would be hurfing them - the crew felt confident a-bout rar said. 
that both halves should be said. · 
selves by not rowing in the their race, -coxswain Tracy Far-
equal," Allsop_R said .. · Allsopp at first t_houg_ht of 
men's eight. rar sa1d. "We felt that we had- REGATTA,'page? . 
Despite the· controversies, _ a good race.-We passed one boat _ 
· · · Kidnappers, in Lebanon, holding American 
· hostages annourx:::ed five demands for their release 
Sunday ·and threatened to make the United States 
pay a price thaf "would reflect adversely" on the 
captives if the demarids were not met. · . . . . 
· 'It was the ~ond threatening statement m three 
days -fr<;nn the proJranian. Islami.:Jihad, wh.i.:h holds 
· Amertan journalist Terry Anderson ang ~ducator 
Thotna.5 Sutherland. . . · · 
· . The ·three page typewritten Ar~bic statement 
' was delivered to the independent newspaper An-
Nahar. A ptture of Anderson was later delivered 
to a Western nevvs agerx:::y in Beirut - the kidnappers' 
normal method of authenfrating statements. · 
. The statement demanded: "A) release of all 
rhujahedeen (holy warriors) from all Arab and 
foreign · jails; B) Release of all Le_b~ry.es~ and 
Palestinian Mujahedeen from Israeli Jails m the 
, cxx:upied lands and its surrogates in south Lebanon's 
'border · ~ndave an:d Christian east Beirut; C) . 
Withdrawal ofall Israeli foICes and their surrogates 
from south Lebanon without any condition~; D) 
Non-intervention in Lebanese domestic affairs 
and the di&:ontinuation of support for partitionist, 
isolationist and sectarian forces in Lebanon; E.) 
Roconstru:.:tion of south Lebanon and Beirut... And 
payment of war reparations to all our oppressed 
people in Lebanon." . . 
·- . 
OPEC members who ended three days of talks . 
over the weekend agreed the cartel should maintain 
its crude oil output at current levels and not irx:::rease 
.it until the grou.p reaches a new' agreement on 
pr:odoction, the oil- minister o-f Algeria said Sunday. · 
OPK: leader.s said several prodtction plans were 
under consideration. 
The Algerian -representative, Balkacem Nabi, 
said some of the eight ministers at . last week's · 
meeting asked several OPEC members to reduce 
their output, but refused. ' J 
The ministers then agreed to freeze the cartel's_, 
output at its current levels ofaround 21 mHlion 
barrels-a-day, he said . 
The pri:ing and long-term strategy committees 
of the Organization· of Petroleum Exporting 
·Countries had meet in hopes of making progress 
toward a new production agreement that might 
stabilize pri:es. 
· Rampant overproduction by several OPEC 
members foICed the pri:e of oil to about $12 a barrel 
rocent ly. The carte.l's output is well above its agreed-
upon overall-ceiling of 15.06 million barrels-a-day 
for 12 of the 13 member nations. OPH:'s president, 
Rilwanu Lukmin, said Saturday the ministe~ docided 
to propose a 17.5 million-barre_l-a-day ceiling on 
prodoction, up from the current lS:06 million. 
Middle East summit 
Ya~ser.Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Lib- · 
eration Organization, and President Hosni Muba~. 
of Egypt met in Jordan over t~e weeke~d with 
Jordan's King Hussein in a surprise summit before 
a meeting next month in which an independent 
Palestine state is expocted to be annourx:::ed. . 
Arafat flew with Mubarak to the J0rdanian resort 
ofAqaba on the Red Sea early Sunday to meet 
Hussein for the first time since the unexpec;ted 
announcement July 13 that Jordan was severing 
ties with the Israeli-occupied W~t Bank, a region, 
with a sizeable Palestinian population, whchJordan 
held claim to before the occupation. . 
Arafat indi::ated that Egypt arrangerd the meeting 
to .renew dialogue betweenJordan and the Palestine 
. Liberation Organization_. The talks had been stalled 
by Hussein's unexpected 9-nnourx:::ement. The PLO 
chairman said the meeting '-1/as na:essary before 
a meeting"on Nov. 12 of the ·- Palestinian National 
Couocil, whch serves as a Palestinian parliament-
in-exile, to plot the Pl.O's fu~~e strategy._ " 
"The dialogue had -stopped, Arafat said. Heoce 
the Egyptian move to br-ing about a greater degree 
of Jordanian-Palestinian underst,;mding," He said. 
Campaign for King day 
A coalition of New Hampshire groups kicked 
off a campaign this weekend to ·have New Hamp-
shire rocogn·ize Martin Luther ·King Day. The state 
·Group visits ·Duke / -S0viets propose limits . 
is one of six that do not recognize the Federal holiday. 
"Legislation (for a New Hampshire King day) .-
. will be considered at the State House next year," 
o·rganizer Arnold Alpert said. "We are getti~g 
Several members · of. an antiabortion group 
converged outside the Brookline home of Gov. 
Michael S. Dukakis over the weekend to ask the 
Democratic presidential nom_inee to reconsi~er 
his pro-choice position. Whe_n,Constance Smith 
attempted to walk onto Dukakl5 property, she was 
turned back by a Secret Service officer. Sm~th, 
identify-ing,herself as a member of Women Exploited -
· by Abortion, then explained to rnport_ers that _the_ 
group intended only to ask that ~!S· r~~nsi~er 
h-is sfaodon, the issue. Holly Trnn.ble o_f _NatICk, 
Massachusetts,· said the group ccimprises womf~t\,,. 
· who have felt guilty after being "pressured" into 
. r'A19YW!iJ·~l;x>r~to.ns:. r; <.' >~,: . ; . ; ·! · ,• . 
· In keeping with Mihkail Gorbachev's drastic- organized early this time so that-people at the State 
restructuring of the U.S.S. R., there have been House will get the message from the grass root~/' . 
proposed changes in the consti~ti0n._ !he c~nges An attempt to enact a Martin Luther King Day 
woulddramati::allYalter the Soviet pohtral stru::~re · lost in the state Senate last year, but two of the 
and require parliamentary app_roval bef?re Soy!et bill's vocal opponents - irx:::ludingSen.JohnCharidler, 
troops could engage in conflicts ou~side Soviet who called King "an ~virman" - have lost re-election 
borders, cXroiding to a draft law published Su~day bids. _ 
bySovietnevvspapers.Besidestheamendtn~~ta1m~d · The campaign was launched with a march and 
at curbing the unbridled use of th~ 11;iht?~Y m rally attended by about 200 people. Speakers_a_t 
regional conflicts such as the Soviets military the rally said New Hampshire should show its 
intrevention in Afghanistan in Dec. 1?79, the _law commitment to freedom and equaJity by rocognizing 
calls for limiting politi::al offceholders to two five- . ,the .King hol,iday. . . 
·year terms,creatinga powerfulexoc~tive pr~iderx:::y. :· .. _,tJJ/e ~feder-aq hbfiday :in honor of the_slain civil ·! 
and mandating multi-candidate elochons. ·; rights leader has been observed on the .third Monday :~ 
1,,,1j.;-' •~- '\•··~ /g4~~~a~1:~~ 12.~s.,,,,,_';.c:.:: ~: ,fi<,,f·,<:,;-:.+:.?.' .. ,.,, ;.,.}?,.",~ ~ ;~J· .. -~~~ !, ·.:' 
UNH Parade .· floats 
-amuse and injure 
By -Briann Gre~nfield maae up the judging, team. The 
_ Except for one ·serious acci- floats were graded on repres-
dent, this year's·Homecoming entation of theme, creativity,-
Parade was a success.- · originality, detail and design 
An unidentified Acacia alum- difficulty. -
nus had his foot mangled when Following the march clown 
the Delt;i Zeta/ Acacia float was Main Street, there was a bonfire 
making its way from Acacia to _ and pep · rally held in tp.~. lower 
the UAC. - . quad,. Accompanied by the music -
According to a Delta Zeta of UNH's own marching band, 
sister, who wittnessed the in- the cheerleaders performed 
cident and asked that her iden- some cheers for the crowd., 
tit~ not be revealed, the man's The par:ade and ,bonfire were 
foot got caught between part · organized through the Student 
of the float and a tire. The Activities Center by George 
friction of the tire burned a hole Athanas; t-he major-events in-
"-- through the man's shoe, and -tern, ,and Betsy Pa_rente. -Both -
injured his foot so badly that said they' were pleased with the 
he required a skin graft, she said. . outc6ine d their labor. 
The incident occurred in front "The interest is out there," 
of the Durham Police Depart- Athanas said. "There are p~ople 
ment where the float was sub- here and they're into it--that's . 
sequently impqunded, she said. _ what is important: 'people hav-
Besides this accident, may.be ing fun." 
you happened to notice a Vene- Still, some hoped frr more 
tian river boat, a inenac:ing black from this Homecoming extra- , 
and red ''death- mobile" and a vaganza. · - · 
troop of. Vukans ,floating their . · · "This is my first Homecom-
way down · Main"' Street last ing weekend at UNH, but I · 
Friday night. . expected to see a bigger parade," 
This strange '. traffic went said one disappoimeq freshman. 
overlooked; it was Homecoming "You would think that a school 
weekend at UNH artd . these of this size could produce a fe;, 
_ During Homecoming, not everyone was 'dancing in the streets.-. .' -
·Tailgating • merits examined 
exotic visitors wer~ part of the more floats." _ _ - · 
traditioaal parade. · . But getting more -people . By Maria Demos is there a hall .big enough for said the alum_ni· gave~$1A mil-
. S_hould tailgatipg be abol- the lQ,000 people to gather as lion to the im'iversity in the fiscal 
ished? The University Debate . they do at tailgating?" asked - year of 1987. · 
Society <1--nd two alumni -debated · Nelson K~nn,edy, a 19~3 grad- - Mattindell stated that it does 
this issue on Friday at 8 P-~-, , uate of UNH and a member of not matter where people gather; 
in the ~pper quad of the uni- - the Alumni Association. they can still discuss fundraising 
Taking home the first place · involved was exactly Athanas's 
trophy was the Delta Chi/Chi- concern. Last year, the Student 
Omega entry. They celebrated Activities Center adopted the 
the .Homecoming theme Dane- . practice of holding events all 
ing in the Stre_ets by erecting week i!} order to provide more 
'a _two-sided street facade which opportunities for students to 
they narrred~'Bourbon Street.'.' participate. This year they were 
Fraternity brothers and sorority -. able to expand the schedule and 
siste_rs crowded around their hold at least two events each 
float and marched to the music day. _ 
of Glenn Miller's "In the Mood." , "We're getting a ~diverse 
_ Second place was awarded to . amou,nt · of ,activ,ities ·so , that 
Sigma J\:1pha Epsilon for its . there is something for eve-
creative paper sculpture of two ryone," Athanas said. -•:ff pa-
people dancing. rades aren't your thing, there 
"We were pretty surprised, are many other events to join." 
but very plea.sed with the re- Athanas said, he was especial-
sults/' said Allan Hollander, an ly pleased with the pµblicity for 
SAE pledge who helped work the Homecoming program. Pos-
on the float. . , ters decorated_ dorm walls and 
Magg~e Morrison from the information tents adorned the.._:. 
~ommuter Transfer Center; dining tables. _ 
-Ann Lawing; Officer of Student -... I think everyone was well 
versity. Michele Martindell, a UNH and scholarships. -
Tailga6ng -is dead, according student and - debate society "Tailgating is not -dead. It is 
to Dap Prats, a member of the membe.r, said -the ,Lundholm aliv.e and livi~g. i~ '.Qur-ha~," 
UNH debate society. Hi said gym:co1;1ld :setve the purpose. ~tre$sed Ke~.qedy;_. ,.: ~ , . ; -_ . 
tailgating is simply a ·"drunken: In refeten:ce to_ the problem of _ _,,. Oply about 10' st-qden-ts, wi1t- ;·· 
bash." Tailgating is no: longer' , those cooRihg but, she said that nessed the debate'. Deirdre Shea, :. 
a, cpeerfuJ so<;ial ga~h~ring _b<;- j~ cou~d:.be .Gatered. .. . . . . . !1,, j_unJor at UNH;, &aid, 'T think , ! 
tween: alumrii, •but rriore like a {Mitch Dugan, a 1983 graduate it is 'ironk -that they discussed .: 
big party in A-lot, he said. of UNH and m·ember of 0the abolishing tailgating -mt one of 
Last yeat alone, there were - Almprii Association, stated that the biggest party nights of the 
6.9 court cases directly resulting it would not matter .if the year." Shf: then stated, _''If they 
from Homecoming, according gathering were ir:i a hall _or in had _chosen another time the::y 
to Prats. "UNH is not a social A-lot. "Whenever you have would have had more ·student 
club, it is an institution lor a gathering of that size you'll participation." 
higher learning," said Prats. . have problems," said Duga"n. • '.'Personally, I think it (ta:il-
He ~uggested r_enting.?ut.a "Tailgating is worthwhile for gating) should be abolished," 
hall as an alternat1ve ·to ta1lgat- · · UNH .. .i.t is one of ·the few said April Goss, a sophomore 
ing. He said this would establish -. traditi0ns that exist at the at U~H, "The sc}:iol~rsh~ps· 
a "saf~: and co!ltrolle~ environ~ ' university," said Dugan. He-·said have nothing to ao with it"· . 
ment. He sa!d _re~t1ng a· hall Homecoming is the only eyent Liz Gotman·, a, sophomore at -
Activities and Mich,de. Parente · informed;" Athanas said. "You 
and Stacia Bullock, -both from can only let people know what 
Resi4ential Pto.gramming, is going on. You can't force them 
· to,go." 
would also mrn1m1z~ the rnst which allows alumni to return UNH, said, "I don't think 
- because fewer police officers to the university and that tail- having the debate outside was 
would be needed. gating gives non-greek alumni a good idea . .it's too cold." · ' 
W~ekend alcoh<>I . 
arrests abound 
, By John Rob~rt 
The UNH and Durham po-' 
lice departments reported a tptal 
of 39 alcohol violations over the 
weekend in the Durham area: 
There were 20 people arrest-
- . ed for possession of alcoholic 
beverages~who were under the 
age ot 21. There were 19 people 
arrested for open container 
violations. 
Two people were stopped for 
driving under the influence of 
alcohol. UNH student Phillip 
H. Joe III, 23? wa,s arrest~d · 
Sat.qrday night and 20-year~old 
Greg S. Ward was charged on 
Sunday morning, · · · 
A UNH woman reported to 
police that she caught two men 
in _the process of burglarizin_g 
· her Congreve dorm room at 1:00 · 
a.m. Sunday. The UNH police -
said that the two men fled the 
scepe when they saw the wom-
an. The ca~e is still being -
investigated. -
Another obscene telephone, _. 
call was reported .. to. UNH 
Police. It is consistent with other 
ca!ls received by other UNH \\'.ome 
r~•EG;~TE; T0° 
·.~ - VOTE TO,DAY! 
4¥ Kr 
l ' II .. . .. 
TIME IS 
RUNNING OUT! 
4¥ +► t¥ 
1?very yea~, 25 to 30 police. a plflce to gather. -The debate was held' outside 
officers_are hired at.$1? an hour Kennedy defended tailgating· to keep with the them~ of 
· to ~on~tor Ho~ecommg a~ the because it provides the possi- Dancing in the Street, ac,cor:ding 
un.1.vers1ty, ~e said. hility for the groundwork of to Matt Randall, a coordinator 
Where m the seacoast, area fundraising to take place, He of the debate. · -
..• but some were. (photos by Sharon Donovan, 
./ 
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Did y'oU participate ill any of UNH's homecoming events? 
" , _ · ~' No. I planned to on Saturday 
but because of the rain, we 
couldn't tailgate. We had t~ 
· stay inside. I had planned on 
. going to the parade and the 
game on Saturday. I hadn't 
. :. particip'~ted in the /iv~ year;s 
: I've been here and I was going , · 
to this year and it rained." 
Melissa Capen 
· Senio.r 
~-·~ ·.·~ ··utlSTER:To V~TE IN DUBHAM . 
why: 
I ' ~ ,. • J 
As a student, you will b~ in Durham for 
8 'mo~ths out ~f the year, (during ·an 
national, state and local eiections) thus 
enabling you to conveniently vote for the 
state and local officials who affect Y<?~ 
-" most. ; 
how: '. bring a .picture ~D along with p~oof of 
U.S. citizenship (,i.e. birth certificate or 
pa~sport) to the town clerk in the town 
offices in Durham ·(see rnap). 
when: the town offices are open Mon.-Fri., 8am 
to 5pm, and Sat. Oct. 29, 10am to 2pm. 
-Yoa mast register-by October 291!1 
BEGISTEB NOW TIME IS BUNNING 
OUT! 
Any ..-estions call: 
Durham Town Clerk 868-5577 
Student Senate Office 862-1494. 
Secretary of State's Office 271~3242 • 
Midbury Rd. 
Video Store -
ff ~o. I had a ~usy schedule. I 
wanted to participate but I 
couldn't find the time or the 
motivation to do so. I was 
pleased at the WQrk they put into 
it. · 1 did go to the stu-
dent/faculty night at the Niche 
· Coffee House. I was pleased ai 
, the. work ihe, Student Activities 




There will be free linio rides for students 
who register to vote tomorrow (Wednes-
day) from· 11:00 to 1:00. The service will 
operate continuously between the Cat's 
Closet in the MUB and the Durham Town 
Hall 
The UNH Young Republicans offered 
this service to the Student Senate for all 
· students to use. The limousine was 
donated by Harborside Limo of Ports-
mouth. · 
This week is· Alcohol Awareness 
Week. The following events are planned: 
-- * Addiction and Recovery: Students 
. Speak Out--Tuesday, 9pm McCon-
nell 307. 
* Alternative Beverage Bar--
Wednesday, 11am to 1pm Kingsbury Hall. 
*'A Balancing Act' (a performance)-
-Wednesday, 7pm Granite State Room, 
MUB. 
ff I UJasn't on .campus. Home- . 
coming's usually pretty iam~. 
I'm under 21 and the admin- · 
istration restricts participating 
in tailgating-· things lik~ that 
make hom.ecoming. UJha! it ,s, 
" I had to work so I didn't. I_ 
live off-campus and didn '~ 
rea_lly know about many of t~e . 
events-. I hardly knew it was 
homecoming.'~, 
I 
:., :.>· t·~ i·, ·t ·-~~-
a failure." .· · .~ ~- , :: :~. : :,: /: _,.. ,,. Julie Barrett _f¥c 
Brian•:B fady ''•':- •"'• "' 
-~~;; ,.,. ~·~ ." .- ···,· .. ~:-_ . w-~ ..it/ tY' ., ~ ~;.. ,:J". -,. i, t-:;•.~· ~--;v, '\-:.c_r 
1,%- ./:>$ r,1. '"": Seniot.1 "". ;,,,;;, • i,,., 
... _- -
Junior C~mm. Disorders .. 
English 
Professor Marc Sch~arz, .director of 
the University Advising,Center., ad-
dressed the Student Senate and spoke 
about the University Advising Center and -~-
their role in assisting undeclared students; ·· 
The Center is currently located-111 room · 
111 of Murkland Hall but wili sbon' ~~ve 
into Hood House. The phone number is 
862-2064. 
The Barnes & Noble· Bookstore .will 
not go in the Channel 11 space: Dean of 
Student Affairs Greg Sanborn said to the 
· ' . MUB Board of Governors and Student 
Body President Wendy Hammond. UNH 
President Gordon Haaland decided that 
the bookstore will not go into the MUB 
basement and asked the Board to create 
. a comprehensive, long-range plan. 
· The Student Senate is currently looking 
into the construction of a parking 
garage. 
\ .t .. , 
The Student Senate will sponsor Del-
aw~re Senator Joe Biden, chair ofthe 
Senate judiciary Committee, to speak 
on,campus Wednesday, November 2, at 
8pm. in Hie Strafford Rc;>0m of the MUB. 
Congressmen. Jae~ ·Kemp and Richard 
Gephardt w_ilf be in New Hampshire on 
November 1st and 3rd, respectively. The 
Senate is . working to bring them to 
campus. 
Freshstart, the student mentor pro-
gram fm incoming freshmen, is asking 
for upperclassmen volunteers to assist 
next semester's new freshmen. About 
300 people are needed. For information, 
contact Alyson Rando or Kim Varney at 
862-1494. 
UNH Legal Services is. looking for 
feedback on how to improve their per-
formance. Please direct any comments 
or suggestions to Rooert R9dler at 862-
1494. . 
Lo()k for this page in every Tuesday's New Bampahlre. 
On October 23, the Student Senate 
passed a bill that will add a new stop to 
the shuttle route effective October 31. 
The stop will ·be at O'Kane House ( Child -
Care Development Center) at 8:30am, 
10:30am,' 12:30pm, and 4:30pm for a two 
All students are welcome_.to attend Senate meetirtgs he}d 
every Sunday at 6:00pm in McConnell 212. Complete details 
of the above b;/ls are posted outside the Senate Office, week trial period. ' ,_ ~ --t 
Field House Main St. Town 
Office 




. Respectfully submitted by Peter W. Keravich, Student Senate News Bureau Coordinator . 




Typing,Selection of Paper and Envel9pes 
PLUS 
25( copies *25( envelopes *25 utra. sheets of paper 
Changes easily made with our One Year memorystorage 
Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 
'Durham Copy , 
Jenkins Court 
Durham, N .H. 
868-7031 
Moving science · · 
f orwarO at Pfizer. 
The field of pharmaceuticals and healthcare is more rewarding . 
than ever as new products create a healthier world population. 
As one qf the leaders in this dynamic industry, Pfizer Irie., a 
. Fortune 100 company, is committed to continuing its remarkable 
growth. · 
·in bringing science to life, ouLinternatibnal, research-based com.; 
' · · ; ,pany~uses advanced techniques to generate · new' p'roducts, new 
areas of revenue and career opportunities that self-directed, 
talented people will find stimulating and rewarding. 
'. . 
· Located in a southeastern Connecticut shore community, Central 
. . ,,."'· · Research Divi
1
sion, our primary R&D facility, 
· ~.-· .,~ "'~~,,· ·. · gives easy_ access to the ·well known 
~i.: · · ( ~ ' academic and cultural centers of the 
' . _-:~ ~~= -- a::::i Northeast, and offers the attractions 
\ ~-··- · "' . . . df a New England 
r!'~ lifestyle. 
Currently, we 
are seeking highly 
motivated BA/BS and 




. in Analytical Chemistry, Organic >~ 
Chemistry, all Biological Sciences -
and Pharmacy. These positions require a strong theoretical bac~~ 
ground and relevant laboratory experience. , . 
We offer competitive salaries and 'a full range of benetits includ- . ·  
· ing health-and dental ·care, paid holidays and vacations, educa-
tional assistance, savings and investment plan, pension plan, 
· relocation assistance and more. · 
To learn how you can be part of _the ·future of Pfizer, stop by . 
your Career Placell!ent Office for our on--c:ampus recruiting date's. 
Or send your resume to: Manager of 
Employment, Pfizer ,Central Research, 
Eastern Point Road, Groton, CT 06340. 
An equal opportunity employer 
·-,•CALE-·"' . ~ .. -.. 7~ .· m· D- :A· ··R· -
. . . ~-
. . 
. . . . ~ 
- . 
·,:.::~ ""',<'_p: 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25 
Humanities Lecture Series - "Plato," Philosophy Professor 
Paul T. Brockelman. Room 201, Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 
p.m. Open to public. , 
Debate-. Resolved: That the space in the MUB vacated by 
. Channel 11 should be used to house the Barnes & Noble 
Bookstore. Carroll/Belknap Room, Ml}B, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
"'--
Student Recital #2 -_ Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. · 
· Faculty Lect~re Series ~ "Social Rela.tionships·: In Sickness 
and in Health," Rebecca Warner, Associate Professor of 
Psychology. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.-
Panel Discussion - "Addiction and Recovery," indi;iduals · 
will discuss their addiction to alcohol and/ or other substances 
and recovery. Room 307, Horton, ·9 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 
Women'~ Studies Seminar Series - Ann Petry, author of "The 
Street," reads from her work. Strafford Room, MUB, _ 11 a.m., 
Women's Studies Bag Lunch Series - RESCHEDULED to 
November 2. . . · -
Women's Studies Seminar Series - Ann Petry speaks about 
the Schomburg Library of Nineteenth-Century',Bfack Women 
Write rs. Strafford Room, MUB, 4 p.m.- - . · 
Ron Paul Lecture - Former U.S. Congressman Ron Paul, · 
Libertarian Candidate for President of the United States. · 
Room M227, Kingsbury, 5 p.m .. 
Play - "A Balancing Act," examines the effects of substance 
abuse. Part of Alcoliol Awareness Week. Granite State Room, 
M;UB, 7 p.m., free, open to public - · . 
. THURSDAY,OCTOBER 27 
Computing Conference. - "Instruments of Vision: The Art 
· of Computers in Education," hosted by University Computing, 
featuring innovative faculty co_mputing projects. Alumni 
Center, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Information: 862-1570. · 
Art Galleries Brown Bag Series - "New Hampshire Craft 
Heritage," Ms. Kathleen Soldati, Executive Director of the 
League of N.H. Craftsmen Foundation. Room 218-219, Paul 
Arts, noon. . _ _ · · 
Fielq Hockey. - vs. Bpston College. New Hampshire Hall~ 
r3p.m . ..... _ _ . , , _ -,. . ·. __ -
!Psycholo~y_ Colloquium - Jay Belsky, "The Developing. Fat~i'ly ' 
\
System.' Room 101/102, Conant, 3:40 to 5 p.m., open to 
public. . _ · _ 
Earth Sciences Colloq~ium - Room 119, James Hail, 4 p.m. 
MUSO Film - "Ghost Story." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. . , 
-
I 
4-H Annual Haunted Hayride - A thrilliog ride through - _ 
Durham wo9ds - if you dare! Rides leave from Snively Arena : 
every half hour, 7 to 10 p.m., $2 per person. 
Oktoberfest - German culture night. Music, dancing and 
I 
traditional German food. Smith ff all International Center, , · 
. 8 p.m., $1 at doo_r. _ , _ . · , 
BECAUSE GIRAFFES ~ 
DON'T BROWSE 
IN A TEST TUBE ... 
join us in the best of all laboratories to study 
-real-world environmental issues including: ,. ; 
• Wildlife Management in Kenya 
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands 
• Tropical Rainforests in Australia . 
• Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico 
, • Resource Management in the Circumpolar · 
North · · 
_ and 14 other critical environmental issues 
worldwide ... 
*
Fi•;;~A;~;O:; :~;t ;;•::~;;;~7~; 
· Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915 
. . i. ~ 
' . 
For,more information on Semester, Summer and 
January programs, please join us: -
Carroll Room, Memorial Union 
· 4:30 PM, Wednesday October 26 
}(' 
t ,., · ' -, · · ,.,. ORCALL(508)927-7777 ~---------------~~-----:-:--~-------------J 
-y\> · · .,. ~- - J · .--~- - ,,. , .3k O/.llm<k£ t,i, (JJ/{Ulj(, ~~ •. -, .. -·:;,;; ~:: · -· •,:~ 
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Ji-ENERAt•· 
NJCARAGUA, THE CONTRA WAR: Sponsored . 
':by COCA. Come see how to build, not destroy, 
Nicar;agua. A presentation by Steve Allen, who 
spent 2 years inNicaragua with the organization 
·APSNICA, Architects and Planner is Su.pport of 
.Nicaragua. Question and answer period. Tuesday, 
Oct. 25. Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
. INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN CRIMIN AL 
:INVESTIGATION? : Listen to Kevin McCarthy 
. :speak pn his career experienc;es. ·i:-hurs1ay, Oct, , 
27, R0om 304!;, Hortcm,1-2 p.m.. , 
, HALLOWEEN--OUTING: ·sponsored by United 
1 Campus 'Ministty. He.ad for Salem, M4 ··on Saturday, 
~ pctober'29 to exploi-~-the Witch Museum, the House., 
· ,pf Seven Gables, ·and ehjoy .a crazy weekend. ~Meet' . 
· at Waysm¢et,' 15 _Mill Rd., 9 a.m., bring your own 
money for entrance fees .-.and lurich. Call 862~11'6~ 
to reserve a spot. 
CANNED FOOD.DRIVE: Accounting Students 
,fi_ssociation's canned food drive will be held .Friday, 
; Nov. 11 to Tuesday, Nov 24. Look for containers · 
around campus for the -duration and outside area 
_ supermarkets on Friday, Nov. 11 & 18 from 4-8 
·. p .m. and Saturday, Nov. 12 & 19 from10 a.m. to 
1 p.m. ,Asp~cial challenge is -extended to all campus 
. organizations to collect & contribute as much as 
possible. Anyone interested call 868-3389. Friday, 
Nov. 11 - Tuesday, Nov_. 24. , 
BIBLE STUDY: General overview of the scriptures. 
Newcomers always welcomed! Thursdays, Ways-
.meet Protestant Student Center, 1-5 Mill Rd., 7 
,p.m. 
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the Non- · 
Traditional Student Center, ·Pettee House, noon 
to 1:30 p.m. 
HORSEMA~J'!S CLUB MEETING: Mandatory for . 
aH ·membeq. Tuesday, Oct. 25,. Light Ho.rse 
Classr90m, 8 p .m. · 
.,_.UNI·f:: DEBATE SQCIETY MEETING: Anyone 
interested in debate society is encouraged to attend 
· with n·o . obligation. Tuesday evenings, Se- . -
nate/Merrim_a,ck Room, MUB, 6 p.m. 
, :i. . ' 
MASK AND DAGGER GENERAL INFO MEET~ 
ING: Mask and Dagger welcomes . all those 1 
interested in getting involved iri student theatfical 
productions both on and off stage. Carroll Room, · 
MUB,_ 8:30 P:m., !uesday, November 1. 
DEMOCRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZA TlON: 
Upcoming a~tivities relating to the. Democra-tic . 
· Presidential,'-Gubernatorial, ar:id Con..gr~ssional 
ra-ces will be discussed arid pla.nned. Inter-e.sted 
' students encouraged to ·a-ttend. Thursdays, Rm., 
140, Ham-Smith, 7 P·Il:· , 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING 
. Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register 
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the 
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert 
Prompt , ($). CUFS users shmdd tab lawn/ to 
"OTHER _SER VICES" on the menu and type 
, "TRAINING". Call 3667 to r~gister if you do not 
have access to the above. All classes are held in 
Hamilton, room 7, unless otherwise stated. 
SAS/GRAPH: I-ntroductiori-to this widely used ~, 
. graphics package that produces quality graphics 
for qusiness apd research applications. Prerequisite: . 
SAS and knowledge of a VMS editor. Wednesq.ay, 
November 2, from 9 a.m. to nooµ. 
with home-made .corn bread-
FAST TAKE-OUT SERVICE 
• REVERSE WEAVE • SET IN .SLEEVES 
~90% cdTTON) ,, . _. ___ · _ ,, , . , 
~ . - " ', ., , MPRINTED WITH 
~/ _ , · , OUR LOGO 
~ . ' ~ ~ ~., 
1'..f ' ,' 
. 1'1 ' 
, .I;:, 




lit\\\11 I, II '111. 
• EXTRA LONG , . • .-SIDE PANELS 
SLEEVE &W,AISTBAND . 
J11,st l.lte 11" o,,,a ·In, 
Be 600,Ucor, .• _ 
aur_ WITH . YOUR 1.0§0 I 
.we ALSO PRINT~ TS • CAPS ·~ JACKETS • ETC. 
, .. 
,;. i.J ,,., ~·- _ ..... _,, ~ ...... ~ ..... ~ •• 'ti;'"' ... , ~:- '\i.: 4f -liR' ,w~, ~~ A! '"', .1,,_'!',,P .. .!t.. !44 ',1:'"' --'"1.11·~~1- ,:i,,,1'·:ao--~'°"~~*~--~A!,i,'~,r:1ii-~ 
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(continued fro~ page 2) 
This year's varsity eight ,in:.. · · 
eluded: Chris Guida,, bow; Jeff ·;-_ 
111 
____________ _ 
Philbrick, 2 seat; Rich Houston, 
3 seat; Peter Frothingham, 4 
seat; Scott Andrews, 5 seat; 
Patrick Sweeney, 6 seat; Jolfn 
fyfacKay, 7 seat; Neil.Bettez, 
stroke and Tracy Farrar, coxs-
wain. 
This year's race is the first 
time any of these rowers have 
competed ·in the Head-of-the-
Charles. Farrar said that Allsop 
chose the eight from three 
men's boats taking into consid-
eration which rowe.rs would 
never get another chance to row 
in The Charles as well as putting 
together a strong boat. 
All head races are about three 
miles long. Head boats compete 
against each other indirectly by 
racing a clock. They race at 
intervals of about 15 seconds, · 
so even when they finish they 
do not know how they placed. 
Allsopp said that if his crew 
rowed through Virginia in the 
first mile, then rowed through 
Georgetown, he would cook the 




·Good luck to all those 
interviewing on Thurst/.ay, 
"October 27th! 
from: Arthur Young 
WINTER GETAWAY SPECIAL 
/ 
wait until they receive the 
results wffich will give the 
rowers plenty of time to con-
template their race and their 





·.$45 . $129 , 
--per night --for 3 nights 
--per roo.m 
-, Sunday thru Thursday 
--per room , 
October thru March 
INCLUDES: 
*Choice of room* 
.,\ 
*Private bathrooms available* 
*Cable lV* 
I 
CHILD XC, Ski Pkg $.10 
NIKE<LA VA DOME $ 8 
CANNONDALE BIKES . $,10 
FABIANO BOOTS $12 
TURBO TRAINER $ 9 
OAKLEY GLASSES $ 6 
. M-F 10-6 SAT 10-4 
*~All You Can Eat' Breakfast* 
*Free Parking* 
*Function room available tor business meetings, weddings, showers, etc.* 
*Fine selection of menus available for Breakfast, Luncn, anci Dinner* 
\ 
Durham's Newest Lodging Facility 
· COUNTRY HOUSE INN 
and 
CHRISTMAS/CRAFT_SHO~PE 
Rte. 108, Stagecoach .Rd. 
Durham, N.tl 
659-6565 · 
P.• •-*_*_*_* * * * * ;,; * ** _*_*_*_*_ *; * *-*-*;;; ** *_*_*_*_* ** * ;~ . •* . . ., 
i! . 100 FREE . 2½c !i 
!~ Copies or Copi~s ~ ! 
•• 8'/2 x 11, whit~ 20#, auto-fed , . 8 '/2 x ~1 . white 20#, auto-fed ◄it I 
:i_;.:J'-*-*-*.t.'t~:.t:;iJJ,jJ!!~J/JJ_I_P_•_._i~f._ti~!!.tZ-~-*-~ 
kinko•s9 
the copy center ·· 
868-6322 
. 51 Main Street, Durham, ·Nti. -~::.:""'-·., · .. 
Mon~ i. Ft-L 7:30 - 9:·00-,<.S.at. - Sun. -10:00 - 7:00-
COMMUNITY NEWS 
NATIONAL BROADCAST-SPECIAL: 
WU NH-FM, 91.3 FM, will link with 'stations 
across the United States for a three-hour national 
broad:ast publicaffairsspocial program on Thursday, 
October 27 from 2 to 5 p.m. Philip Agee, a former 
- C. I.A. operations officer, will speak on several 
government related C. I.A. issues: The program 
is.Jive from New York and the last hour of the talk 
will consist of a nationwide call-in with a toll-free 
· number. For more information about the program, 
contact Mama Cowan, program director of WUNH-
FM at (603) 862-2541. . , 
OBSERVA 'IORY OPEN: 
The UNH observatory will be open to the pubic 
Friday, October 28 ffiom 8 to 10 p.m .. Located in 
the west field of the university Field House, the 
observatory is equipped with a 14°inch Celestron 
tel~ope. The building, however, is unheated and 
can ax:omooate only a few people aton:::e, therefore, 
visitors are advised to dress accordingly. The 
odservatory will close if weather is not permitting. 
For more information, contact the Physi:s Depart-
ment at 862-1950. . . I 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: 
Registration for new voters and correction of . 
the checklist will be held on Saturday, October 29, 
from 11 a,rri. to 12 noon. The Supervisors of the 
Checklist will be at the Durham Town Hall and 
proof of citizenship is required for new voter 
·registration. This includes a birth certificate, 
passport, or naturalization papers. Current-checklists 





.. ''Social Relationships: In Sickness and in Health," 
will be dis:ussed by Reoo:ra Warner, UNH associate · 
pr9fessor of ps~hology, at the final presentation 
· in the UNH Fall Faculty Le::ture Series. Her talk, 
to be .held on Tuesday, Cktober 25 at 7:30 p.m., in 
the Elliot Alumni Center; is free and open to the 
pubic: . 
INNOVATIONS INCOMPUTiNG: 
, "Instruments of Vision: The Art of Computers .· 
in Education,", host~d by University Computing, 
will discuss ·"techniques, successes, .and concerns 
related to the use of computers in edt:eation." The 
conference will be held in the 1925 Room-of the 
UNH Elliot Alumni Center, Thursday~ October" 
2_7, fron 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. In addition to faculty 
presentations, a faculty project from .E!ach school . 
will receive an _ award for outstanding 'use of 
technology· in edu:ation at approximately 4 JT.rh. ,. 
.· oya Tees, Inc. 
(formerly Fit To A Tee) 
Custom Printed T-Shirts 
Let us outfit· your team, org~tion, fr,aternity, ·_ or sorority. 
,;·, 155 .Portland Ave. 
Dover, N.H. 749-6465 Call your Durha~ rep TODAY 
Paul: 868-6352 
. I 
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,: .. _,, _THE , HQMAN.ITIES~ -PROGRAM .IS· PLEASED TO· ·ANNOCiNCE· • . ·
.. ,, 
A NEW 'COURSE ' 
HUMANITIES 51_3: HISTORY, MIND, .AND ,THE' ABSPRD:· 
THE SEARCH FOR THE MEANINGFUL LIFE. 
-· An · examination of the central paradoxes of our .culture through 
the art, literature, · philosophy, and science of the modern age. · 
Te~m-taught by: 
Prof. C-hristopher Hoile, Comparative Literature, English Dept. 
Prof. Charlotte Witt, Philosophy, Philosophy Department 
Prof. Patricia Em:i.son, His-tory of Art; The Arts Dept. 
Prof. Shigehisa Kuriyama, History of .S~iende, History Dept. 
/ 
AN . INNOVATIVE -COURSE 
In registe~ing for the course students will se+ect a discussion 
section in one of fo~£ ~isciplines -- arts, English, history or 
philosophy. ~ach section sati~fies a spedific general ·education -
_category: 
513A arts: Fine Arts~ ~ategory 6 
513B English: · Woiks of Literature and Ideas, category 8 
513C history: Historical Perspectives, category 4 
513D philosophy ·: Philosophical ·Perspectives, category - 7 
Students ar~ thus allowed to concentrate on a particular 
discipline while receiv~ng an integrated general e~ucation. 
SPRING ·sEMESTER 




--513A, - PCAC A204 
513B, THall 108 · 
513C, Murk 307 
513D, Mur-k 207 
• . , ' • l ·' ~ ; : . 
:!•,•1 ... ·:, 
LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
Sponsored by the -National 
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(continuedfrom page 1) 
ing for renovation of the _ b~se- purer store, Azzi said, "I don't Azzi said computers wotrld 
ment space, Azzi said, "1 know think there's enough ,space in - use up al1 the basement space. 
that.the university does not have Hewitt to accommodate both. He said there are 7,700 squire 
'the money." . · . There are no existing buildings feet of space available in ~pe 
Sanborn said the university ip which we ca'n move them basement (including circulatipn 
· will have to .look at existin,g , nQw. space), arid the computers woijld 
reserves, and consider borrow- C . ·:,A~zzi said, "I think the ma- require 6,500 square feet plps 
ing frorn other reserves as well f~j o.r~ry• of books are sold at the circulation. · /{ 
as fees and fq,nd-raising. ·,,,un~vers_ity,bookstore." "All space is utilized. Some 
Barnes and Nobie contributes J?'· :F:I~~said plans are being im-· of it is underutilized," Azzi ~aid. 
$175;000 per year to pimond plemented on the changes in Reaction to the decision was 
~i}?ra;y)n ret~~n f?r. thf space fJpod ~~~se,, ~~icl?-:: jVill house positive. MUB bo~rd 'memij~r 
.' 1t occupies, Azz1 sa1q. _ . th~ Adyrsing Center, the Center Ed McDaid said, "Tm hap])y · 
· Azzi · said· the.re are three ' ·. for Int'erhational Perspectives, · they decided not to impose ~,fie_ 
options for the bookstore: 1) the Honors Program, the Center bookstore. But I'm skepti¢al 
Cqntjnue to rent out sp.;1ce to for Social Science, the Univer,. about: how much _:Ve ;re realily 
Barnes and Noble; 2) 'get rid of sity Cehter and the Office for . going to have in the end." ;: 
Barnes ' and Noble and have ·a the Secretary of Academ'ic se·-. Clemon-s· said, "It's gre~t 
student-run storn; or 3) not have -nate. - · news .. The administration took 
· a bookstore at all. W-h~n asked about other op- · into consideration the propo~~l 
Azzi said it is "likely" the· -tions for the MUB basement the board gave them and th:~y 
bookstore will move out of space, Azzi said,-"There was no listened. I think now the oppor-· 
Hewitt Hall;.but he said the only . other reasonable, feasible option. tunity exists for the stud~11;rs 
_thi0:g he 'is ·sure· of nqw is that that came to my attention." He to he involved in the decisidh. 
it will not mov.e into the _MUB. said he looked downtown for We're open to suggestions froin 
When asked about integrat- available ~space for the book- the students." .. ~: 
ing the bookstore and _the com- store, but found none. 
Smi le! 
· D -. · ~ ~ """~-i.-U ":< -:-:, : -'.; - ~ :0!t !;~L!~m-, -sh1•"~-i--- ~ is.r-l--'- _:_J_J_L~-°t"-J'.'.l.Q_~V-!.l.D.[~ULL.b..cth.a.t.~ =i.L:-~ - ,;c=w--  ll V 
_is now possible to Brighten and Whiten your pR· I . s· 
natural teeth and give you the smile you've ' . · · 
always wanted. · . . . 
You'll be amaz~d at thedramat_{c; ;resu.Its in -I, - ' • C<JSTOM IMPR,INTEDSPORTS·WEAR 
your appearance and ~elf,c6nfiden~e.J -, ,, • t' 
, . • , ' I 
Please call for ~\~o~sultati~-n\6 ~ee h·riw · 
· Bleaching will enhance your Smile. 
. · IC ~ ver . Dr. Allen Z. Sitomer 
DE~ TISTRY D.D.S. M .Sc.D. 
Complete Family Dent ist ry 
PROSTHODONTIST t i. ,, - , --r , 
.UJ Sta te Street, Portsmouth: ~ -Hf·<'IJ~.~;I fi~~t .v · 
(60:n-131-;5 11 1 _.:~;,~.:.v~ .. ::t~\J 
(~unseling· Psychology 
t_ ·:· _, ;·i Fl,sf:Choke ,911;· Ca■pds . slnee 1919 
T-Shirts 
. ·•·Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Basebd Caps 
.. ;')<"' ,• S.~tshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
~-(\•jy:\,'.:\ Plus Hundreds of·SpeclaltyAdvertlalng Items 
·~ ,. :,.:; •· .• .:--~.\ . \\, '!. ., 
'
. -~ A · ,n-House Art Dept. 
J ·.· :,Hanes &03/431,-8319 
Autum"' Pond -Park . .Rb~d,·i•1:t{ Greenland. NH 03840 
. I • • ·,, .;-- :,,:', .!_: • . 
Boston~Bouve College of Human Development Professions 
at Northeastern University offers part-:-time and full-time graduate 
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students 
may work -toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced ) 
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree. . 
All counseling courses are taught by licen~ed psycholo-
gists. Class size_is limited to encourage individual participation. 
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as 
well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work, 
Toxic Waste'· 
· all programs include applied experience in a supervised 
clinical environment. . . I . • 
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate 
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617}437-2708. Or write to 
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College pf Human Development · 
'Professions, 107 DockserHall, Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. · 
·Northeastern 
University 
, An equal opportunity/ 
affirmative action educational 
institution and employer. 
Dump. 
The Great America 
Smokeout. · Nov. 17 
--.. . 
CANCER 
' . SOCIE1Y' .:'._ 









· People may look at my ·GPA and think I'm a :good student. 
I tell them that was last. year. . 
It was pure !uc½_-ljo.g: .~_qow exactly_what hgp12ened._ 
~~~---,-~• ·'"l -.niu-dTed-lu:sryear;"S'omeflmes even gettmg my work 'a.one =-..---·""""=-='.=-~=::.:."'"" 
ahead of time. Now my evenings are spent procrastinating, 
"thfnking" about an English paper due the_ next d~y. _Then 
I will retire to bed, feeling rotten about not accomplish~ng 
anything . 
. -Somewhere along th~ way my motivation disappeared. 
This is a scary ·realization for me. I used to always challenge 
myself. i liked to learn. For instance, I attended an: advanced 
studies program one summer during high school. F~r six 
·weeks I intensely studied ariy and all aspects of the rnass 
r,nedia. My friends· .called me crazy. I called 'i't a ·challer1:ge 
and loved it. Now I feel I have lost .that drive to .push myself. 
Any sort of challenge seems to be too hard. 
Sitting at my desk, thinking about y~f another English 
paper, I labeled myself a sophomore burnout. Any incentive 
I had was gone. I didr:i't careabout declaring ·a major. I didn't 
even care if I finished my homew0rk. . 
At first, becoming a sophomore· seemed the answer I was 
-waitin,g for. I wouldn't be a lost, ·undeclared freshman 
anymore'--;wondering what classes to take or what major 
to declare. Now I am more confused about a major or career 
than any freshman on campus. My direction in life is about 
as clear as a zombi,e in a 8-movie. They seem to know what 
they are doing, while I haven't a due. Maybe ~NH should 
have kept me back a year,-~t the very least: , 
Being like this last year, I had an excuse. I was a homesick, 
stressed-out freshman. I_ called home ~nd told my parents 
college was just not for me._Silence on the other end. Muffling 
my sniffles, l waited. Finally my dad sp~ke .. He made ~ deal 
·with me. H·e told me I could quit once my sophomore year 
was over.-So that night I had fabulous dreams of freedom 
at the end of my sophomore -year. , 
But when I finished the second semester, college didn't 
-seem s'o bad. After all, quitting was an ·easy w:ay out and 
not my style. I was psyched for rny second year. 
· ·Then it came. And there my.ideals Went. Now I'm thinking 
about calling my dad's bluff. '. :- . . . 
. I'm not the only one in this -boat, floating aimlessly in the 
sea- of undeclared losers. Maybe it's the tiine of year--a case 
of the October blahs? Mayhe it's an u·nderdevelop~d sense 
of worth. Maybe I'm just tire-d of do,~rig laundry . 
. Whatever the case1 1'_11 stick ·it _out this year a·nd prob~bly 
the year after that. Then I'll graduate and find some job 
to make my father proud of me. And twenty years from 
now I'll be-leaning over some beer-stained bar counter and 
declare, in slurred English, how gr:eat my college years were. 
.,Kristi Su~o~ is ~anaging E~_itorfor The New Hampsh~re. 
. . . , 
.The Office of Health Education a.nd Promotion 
\ · UNH ~ealth Services 
Expresses. their conc~rn for 
a community in· change :by 
offeril}:g free, anonymous, 
and non-judgemental HI-
V(AIDS) Antibody testing for 
gay-and bisexual men. 
- __ c __ -, TU'e S~(r"'cry=-'-u.-=.._-:.; d:-_ - Wc-d-i"'l.-_c;.::,-d.--:-a:~···~.......--..---'-~ 
9:00am· -· 4:00pm . 
Please call .8&2~3823 
for an ilppointment., 
BA R--& G R I ~1 L 
Tuesday Nite is; •. 
·at the .OY-C·lUB 
~•L,: \ 
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Robert Political Ad-..ertisement . 
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE 
Robert Caron, 24, has lived in Durham with his family for sixteen 
years. In t~e September primary, he was nominated to be a candidate for New 
Hampshire's House of Representatives. , 
Caron has legislative experience at both the state and national levels. 
In Washington, DC he was an aide to Congressman David Sweeney and in Rhode 
rsland he served under Representative Ray Rickman. , 
·1 have a good grasp of how legislative bodies operate,• Caron says, adding, • And I am able to work with both l 
parties: in Washington for a Republican and· in Rhode Island. for a Democrat· 
Caron attended Durham's Oyster River Schools before graduating from Berkshire School, first in his class, 
in 1983. From Berkshire he went on to Dartmouth College and Brown University, graduating from Brown with a. 
degree in political science. · 
. After finishing college, Caron founded The Foundation for Education Excellence -- a non-profit distributor 
of college scholarship funds to compensate for federal financial aide cuts. . 
·This is the kind of program I would encourage as a legislator. It does a: good· and needed thing without 
creating ~igher taxes and another govemme~t agency,• Caron says of The Foundation. 
Robert Caron · on the Issues: 
"We need new ideas and new leaders. 
_ ·u we hold to the old myths -- that one must be either liberal or conservative on all issue_s, that social justice and an , 
unpolluted environment are somehow_ incompatible with a strong economy -- then we will never meet the challenges of the 1990's. 
My proposals are specific, detailed, and I dare mix methods to produce common sense policy. 
On the environment: ·1 will work to create a Volunteer Environmental Education Network that will 
inform people about solar energy, the dangers of radon gas, and alternatives to common household items that 
winq up being hazardous waste .. 
On Education: I .will stress the idea that education is not just another government expense, but · 
rather an investment in a future we.all share. As your Representative,.! will create Incentives for Individuals 
and businesses to stan scholarship ·networks to replace federal financial aide cuts and I will increase the 
funding for oversubscribed classes at UNH -- so that students can take the classes they want to take. · 
On Jobs and the Economy: New Hampshire's economy is strong, but like.the rest of the nation its 
prodµcts are increasi~gly-subject to foreign competition. I will support tax incentives 'for worker retraining 
so that we are all less dependent on menial, dead-end labor, and we become exemplars of an economy where 
workers produce high value-added, high-quality products in the most humane and collaborative workplaces. 
· Educated· at a fine university, you are the future of New Hampshire's economy and its communities. Please support me as 
we take on the challenges of our future -- tte environment, education, and the economy . • · 
' t 
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at 
F:BANKLY WE DON'T EXPECT YOU 
TO BELIEVE THIS 
.. Tuesday, October 25 
t~ FUNbegins at 7pm 
{ / -NtoK • f 
But there is an organiza~ion that allows you to: _ 
MEET NEW PEOPLE , 
ORGANIZE SENIOR CHALLENGE 
KEEP ALUMNI UP TO DATE_ 
SAC '. 
-• >F. · · ·1: •1989. 
cHALLEN~ s $!l&!A.*"" Pick up your applications today at the M UB info desk or the Alummi Centei . 
. a:st.Lk r . "'. ~ • 
~ 0 f • N E W H ,\' P S H I R E 
· detl,dline is Nov~ber 4th 
you must be 21 years of age 
. . ..... 
MIJSll 
photoschool. .. 
BEGINNING BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES 
_ -FOR $45 ... - / 
CLASSES START NOVEMBER 1,2, OR-3 FROM 7:3~ TO 10PM ... 
. FIVE SESSIONS. 
photographers ... / 
USE THE MUSO D,ARKROOM_S THIS SEMESTER FOR· 
.ONLY$ 35 .•. _ 
_ -FREE CHEMl'STRY! ! ! 
; . 
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THURSDAY. NIGHT 
- 70.o and 930 · -
MUB. STRAFFORD .. RM 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
' ' . 
A TALE OF REVENGE FROH gEYOND .THE G~VE-· . _ 
-. THE HOVtE 10 SE€--· -· -fOR HALLOWEEN/ti-. 
' . / 
' . .., 
·.. Coming NOVEMBER ft.- · ... 
. 
. ' . 
",--r, .-!, ~:"" . .,.,, 
He'll show you how to control people's minds! . 
N'T - NOVEMBER 20th 
R·GET DoN McLEAN · 
BYE, ·, (~BYE .. •, MlSS . t A. MER - .. I r- PIE -~ -· 
J. ' - ~'-- - 0 ' CAN f:l .· 
I ~ • ~ . "1: ~ 
ND OTHER SONGS ~- . ~ VINCENT and c ·RYING 
AL FRANKEN and TOM DAVIS · Nov.21st 
.. L · . ·· ·•.··. . · FROM SATURDAY NIGHT L~VE . _ .... . 
·· ~---- -~----■.-.-----------lllllllllllliiilllfll#F' " 
/ 
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·Editorial 
Preregistratioll panic-
' 'It's that ti,me of the year again. Leaves 
are peeling off tr.ees, the wind is turning 
bitter cold and spirits are lousy. This isn't 
about the Christmas shopping blitz either. 
have learned to be cold and callous for their their head, still can't graduate because the 
class they need is full. The-nightmares are 
real and, at least for this wee!<, will haunt 
us throughout the day as well. 
own s·urvival. Some can't take the emotional 
pressure and wind up victims of a torturous 
overload. 
. No, this is another horrid tale. A tale 
of sickening proporrions, of grotesque 
conditions, of slaughtered_ dreams. This 
is a tale of preregistration.
1 
_· • 
As usual, the timing is' awful, the odds 
are long, and the competition is cut-throat. 
But, alas, let the race begin. · · 
Even as you ·read this, a wild frenzy is 
underway. :Vulture-like student~ can be -seen 
picking every · last bit of meat off the 
university skeleton. It is a horrifying sight, 
not to be obsffrved by any one with a we·ak 
heart or easily upset stomach. 
Still others suffer along with the students 
while they sadly turn them away. Their 
faces become grossly twisted with painful 
apologies and oozing sympathy, their own 
eyes aquiring that glassy, bloodshot film. 
This last example is the most pathetic ope 
with both sides being degraded. The 
students often win~ up groveling and the 
faculty ove·r-apologizi-ng. __ 
For freshmen, the vq.lgar scrarrible~for 
classes has not been ·a concern. They have 
been spoiled this past semester. Their hand 
was held through -a cushy procedure which 
only vaguely represents our actual prer-
egistrat_ion process. Their main options 
wil11 still consist of unlimited enrollment 
\ Of course, if you put down an alternative 
selection for every course on your list, you 
will be honored with the registration cure~ 
all: the priority-add card. What a comfort, 
huh?' I' feel bet'ter all ready. · - , · - . 
The registrar surely knows-tlie impossible 
. odds of setting-up, not just one full schedule, 
but two full schedules. We' re lucky to_ even 
find two classes with ·compatible time 
frames and available seats, let alone whole 
-scheduks. , 
Driving the students to such .gruesome 
behavior are words -like "permission 
requested," "co-requisite required," "hours 
arranged" "prerequisite required," and the 
ever-:-dt;ea~ful '''only list~d maj9rs-: permit-
ted." These words are the· fuel ·which· feed-
stude'nr'stress; caus1ng ea-rly academic deaths -
through a dog-eat-dog struggle for classes 
and credits. 
~gen-eds and i~1troduction courses . They 
will have their own preregistration time 
set aside tO' help ease the shock. But it will 
You'ii f5to-DaQ_ly have to settle •for 8:00 
a:-m. courses , the~ysterious "staff'' 
professor and obscenely qo-_ -ded dassrooms 
like every other sap before y . But, for 
the sake· of trying, you might as w ive 
it your best shot. . 
So g_rab your books and find lots of 
· patience. Be ready fot many rejections and 
never-ei;iding~waiting lists. ' M_~morize you--r 
teachers' schedules, stake out the best times 
never l5e the ·sam·e·aga:in: r ' ', , ,,, ,·c \'' l ,,., 
Seniority isn't much of a help either. 
Whenever you try to plead a case, ·a massive .to catch them and be prepared to pounce. -
Use your best sob story, praptice timing 
an~ presentation, and rriaster the art _of 
cry mg on cue. · 
Caught in the middle of this preregis-
·tration blood-letting is t_he university 
_ onslaught of them. appear out of nowhere. 
Y cm would swear they were multiplying 
on the spot. Even if you are a senior, it's 
no special edge in the face of fifty _oth~rs. 
- faculty. _Portraying .the Grim Reaper in-the 
eyes of frustrated, -desperate studemts~ 
professors of UNH are forced to act out 
· 'Dear John' letter/ over the next week. Some 
~ . . •' 
There are hideous stories of the fifth 
ye;r senior . who, with a dyip.g mother and_ 
thousariq$ of dollars in loans.· hanging over 
With a little luck, and ·a J.o t of bu.llshit, 





not ·sUFvive if information and ideas times faster than in the last 120,000 
are· censored before they can reach years and probably much longer. 
To the.Editor: those who will make the ultimate The destruction of the tropical 
This is an open letter ·to the decision; we, the American people. forests is l-eading- tb a rate of 
h 'k Therefore, I urge you t,o recon- extinction that has not occurred following: Georg,e Bus , Mt e , · 
Dukakis, AP & UPI, and Radio and sider these ideas, and have a debate since the age of the dinosaurs. These 
certain question that's nor ·worded 
all that clearly? What isthe big deal? 
Did you learn_ anything from stud-
ying? It really i~n't worth that time 
whining aver grades when that time 
CQffld be spent doing productive 
things and learning more. 
could have been done with that 
time? An homr and a half lecture · 
has a lot more material. An hour 
TV with special application to the that is worthy of ybu, and all you are just some of our problems. 
Democratic-Republican candidates stand for,, by inviting Ron Paul The question is not "Can we solve 
for president. / (Libertarian Presidential candidate) · the problems?", Of course we can. 
Your moral cowardice, in refus- and Lenora Fulani (New Alliance The qu~stion is "Do we have the 
ing t_o debate each other and the Presidential candidate') to speak sanity to.- solve the problems?" _ 
d 1 d d d on th_e same stage asyou, as equals. It is said that Nero recited verses other presi entia can i ates, tm er 
So, we_ sit through class for an 
hour and a half. You are happy 
_ because you somehow got two more · 
points out of the instructor. But 
how far will that getvo:µ? ~hat else 
· and. a half of working to feed the 
hungry in our_country i~ more worth 
it. An hour and a-half ofwriting 
our opinions to our senators is more 
worth ir---bur whining over a couple · 
of points on a college test just 
doesn't-seem worth.it ro me. · 
Sincerely, 
_ Julia Sinclair 
the banner of the League of Women 'Fo not do so, shows that you do not while Rome burned. Perhaps Nero -
Voters, leaves me little doubt as care that30% or more of the voting . suffered brain damage from lead 
to your actions if ~ither of yoµ age populace does .not like ~he both poisoning. Unless we get with it 
should be elected president. As of you. Rather than drive these soon, what will be our excuse to the , 
noted in the news reports I hear people out of the polling places children of the next centu·ry? Well, ' 
00 the radio, the League of Women forever, should you .not .invite- them we can always say that v-:e were on 
Voters will hot sponsor the next to take part in the electoral system "the cutting edge of something" -
presidential debate due to the . as it is, even if they .do not vote for~ while the earth was beingdestroyetl. 
un·acceptabl e terms propos·ed by you. 'Freedom is the art, and right, •. What are the -purposes of a 
your campaign staffer's, namely, of making choices. When choices University anyway? At the top of 
that all those individuals espousing are removed, or hidden, the political th~ list ought to be to live a sane, 
views that do not accord with the path to a one party system is .good life and leave tl:ie earth to our 
endowed. children .in a condition better than world/ national views of Mike & 
George, especially those that pro-, , For freedom, we found it. A wise philosopher 
pose that the coercive power of the · Howard 1. Wilson,Jr. once wrote "The greatest are is the ., 
federal government be reduced or · Libertarian _ art of living." 
eliminated, not be on the same stage James Barrett · 
Department of Forest Resources wirh~Mike & George. Nature. 
In addition to 'rhe cowardice, I G · d. 
believe- that both of you are doing To the Editor: _ , _ fa e 5 
your b~st (?) ·ro defraud the Amer-?· I want ro echo the words of . . 
' icanp~ople,byreducingtheamount Marianne Moore (Ocr.14) that Wf! ~To the Edtt<?r: . . . 
of information and ideas' for solu- need to give more attention to . I would like to wnre this state-
tions to problems pla-gueing ~he , environmental problems. A U 01- m~nt about grades to mellow people 
American people, ,thereby making , versity is supposed to be at "the our and cause them less stress. . 
it seem as ifyou, and only you have ,cutting edge of knowledge ." Our In every_ class _I got<?, we spend 
any solutions at all. A variation on survival as ~ species might depend so much t:ime discussrng grades . 
the addage "Don't confuse me with on how we, act on our knowledge Everyone stresses ~ut over grades. 
facts, my mind is made up ... ~xcept, about the environment. Only nu- Th~y love worryrng nor ~bout . 
in this case, it would read, "We can't clear war poses a greater threat to baSteally ~hat r~nge they are m but 
let any other ideas into the political human survival. abo~t mrnor disagre~ments con-
marketplace, because if we did, it Our record on how we treat the cernmg one or two pomts. , 
would show how bankrupt ours environmentisnotgood-especially I understand tl:iat below Cs 
are." ' in the past few decades. The toxic means no re~rn to ~cho~bl!lt hh~ 
._ The American t-wo .. party system effects of air pollution are a threat stress ~>Ut w e~ you re a vet_ at. 
(which actµa,lly e~comp~sses,'more, to n:ees, a,nim~l's, :an& h_· :q.ma.rrs"' ., Wh,<\t_, 15:~t~e '.P.?!~t of ,3:n e~uca_tt?p?~- ,,:1 
'than two parties.), of which,you are- Warming due to the greenhouse To learn. Ifit s to learn, why do 
the figure-heads, cannot and w.i,l,l: ·effect could be at a rate 20 to 40_ · we spend hours discussing. w,hf· so-
an-so lost one or two points. on ~" 
Th~ N~ Hampshire 
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University Forum 
An interview with the candidates By Bob Pezzano 
A cold wind blew as I trekecl. out to the field 
_.with my microphone and 100 pounds of grain, to in-
terview the presidential candidates. Vice President 
George Bush: and Gov. Mike Dukakis met me under -_ 
the apple tree with a mixture of wariness and ex- , 
citement. Wariness for the microphone and its · 
promise of an unwanted interview and tough qu_es-
- tions on the issues. Excitement for the grain which 
_ they LOVE. "Sorry gentlemen,'! says I, "I just can't 
- make up my mind who to v9te for this year. I've 
got to ask you some tough questions so I can decide. 
No grain without an interview.'.' 
"What's this .guy talking about?" you ask. "He 
can't be talking about the real candidates." Alas, 
1., you' re right. This Mike Dukakis and George Bush 
are two year old Hereford steers that we are raising 
for beef. We got them in May when they w~ighed 
about 600 pounds each and we will butcher them 
around election day. Needless to say, what better 
names cot1ld there be than Mike and George? Amaz-
ingly, their fortunes and political viewpoints seem · 
. to parallel their huinan counterparts in many ways. 
It is, therfore, quite appropriate for me to inter-
view thein in order to decide whom to vote for , 
since · the real Mike and George aren't likely to 
answer my questions. After watching thedebates it 
was clear they aren't aboutto answer anybody else's 
questions, either: . . 
· They weren't steers when we bought them in · 
May,~ They were Bulls. (If you don't know the differ-
ence, look it up. This is a family article!) George 
'"'-....__ was slightly bigger but Mike was definitely tougher. 
,.._ ,, When I put out the grain bucket, Mike was able to 
'fig__ht fot and get the lion's share. I thought that it 
wou-l~n't be long before the governor caught up to 
·- / the vice,,president in the weight poll. Ho,wever, 
sometime''ip. early summer we had a vet come out 
and .. uh .. ah .. 'er-.,steerify them. (You know!~ kind of 
what Sasso· and'~les and the other "handlers" do 
to .the real candid~~!) Well, George was a piece of 
cake. He didn't mind 'a.bit. Mike, however, bel- -
lo~ed and ·~icked like craz,t Tough old boy, that -
Mike. · ', . 
All that struggling weakened Mike and he caught 
pneumonia. For three weeks Mike wouldn't eat and 
he lost weight. Meanwhile, the vice president had 
no _competition for the guain and his weight soared. 
When Mike recovered he was still a tough inside 
fighter in the grain wars. However, he was no 
longer a match for the "new," larger George Bush. 
It was a premonition. The fortunes of the real Mike 
Dukakis · and George 8~sh echoed my beef critters a 
few months later. , 
I put the grain bag down and sat on it as I pre-
Chernobyl by the sea 
pared to ask my first qtiestion. "Governor Dukakis, 
you have talked about a number of programs which 
all require money to fund. You can't raise all that 
money by better tax .collection. You criticize the 
vict president for giving tax breaks to the rich: 
Isn't it true, sir,- that you have not ou-tlined a plan 
how you might tax the· rich?" 
'.'Not true, PZ," the governor replied. "The real 
Mike Dukakis has not outlined a plan because, if he 
did, he wouldn't have a prayer of being elect_ed. I, 
however, have publisq.ed a detailed position paper.'' 
"Can you briefly state your plan," I followed. 
"I plan to impose a sto~k tax,'' replied the gover-
nor. 
"HA, HA, HA," said the VP, "bad puri." . 
"That's not meant to be a pun, George.'' 
'Tm serious,_PZ," he said as he turned slowly 
and looked directly into the cameras. 'You -pay 
property tax on your home, don't you?" 
''About 2% of the value of my home each year," 
I said. , 
"The difference between an incom~ tax and a 
property _tax is that the income fax taxes a person's 
industry, while a property tax taxes his wealth. But 
what about other forms of wealth like stocks and 
bond? My stock tax would require individuals to 
pay J. % of the value of_their corporate stocks· to the 
governmcmt each year, subj.ect to a $40,000 stock ex-
clusion. Someone who owns $100,000 in stock 
would pay 1 % of $60,000 or $600 a year in tax. A 
biUionaire would pay $10 million in tax per year. 
Only individuals would have the stock they own. 
That's taxing the rich. The average American is in 
the 15"% income tax bracket. The government 
takes 15 % of each additional dollar plus another 
7.5 % for social security. That's more than enough 
tax in income. It's time to start taxihg wealth." 
"Why have the $40,000 dollar exclusion at all?" I 
asked. 
"Well PZ, I'd-rather not have it. B~t ifl didn't, 
I'm sure my opponent would find some little old 
half-blind lady living· alone in a shack with cock-
roaches1 who invest~d her last 10 grand in IBM." 
"Not bad," I complimented. "Too bad you're a 
cow and cows can't be president." 
"That's discrimination. If turkeys and Quayles 
can run for office why can't cows?" ·· 
"I . see," I said. Moving on-.to the vi~,e president, I 
said, "Mr. Vice President, as you know, the· man 
who usually comes in early November to turn my 
beef cattle into beef uses · a .22 rifle right -between 
the eyes. Are there any-issues on which you differ 
from the real vice president?" . · 
He paused and gazed at me stern1y. "That's a 
Brother Peace 
very inflammatory and uncalled for question;'' he 
said indignantly. "The real vice_president and I 
have a very'high regard for the sanctity of life. We 
are both anti-abortion. We clo, however, have some 
differences regarding the death penalty and gun 
control. I am not a card~carrying member of the 
NRA. You believe in the sanctity of life, don't you 
PZ? You're a Christian, aren't you?" , 
Tm a devout cynic," I replied. "And·a c'arni- ·· 
vore," I added maliciously. · · · 
"I've always been against the death penalty/' 
Mike chimes in nervouslY,. "Uh, by the way, PZ; 
just when is this gentleman coming?" - -
''.He's nott I said. "This year on Octover 28, I'm 
taking you boys to the county farm. Th~y raise ex-, 
tra money,by butchering and packaging beef raised _ 
by citizens. Pretty competitive rates too." 
There was a long pause. The governor and the 
yice presipent looked areach other. Nothing was _ 
said but I knew they were communicating in some , 
bovine body language: Somehow I could sense what 
was coming next. ' 
"You know,'.' said the governor, "I always -
thought that the prisoner furlough program was a 
good idea despite its very infrequent failures.'' 
, "He's right,'' added the vice president. "Why, _ 
those people that were terrorized by a furloughed. . 
prisorier could just as easily have been in a car acd,. 
dent or something. I think· a general furlough pro.:. 
gram for _all those people aMhe county farm on Oc-
tober 28th would be just the thing to show .that-we 
are concerned about rehabilitation. Right, Mike?" · 
"Great idea, George. This is a not Republican 
issue or a Democratic issue,'' added George. 
And on and on they went. I couldn't stand it any-
more, so I got up and cut open the grain bag. The 
air was filled wiih the pleasant aroma of molasses. 
They stopped immediately and dove for the grain,. 
Like trtie politicos, they tried to get as much grain 
as possible for themselves. , · 
The cold autumn.wind blew as I walked back to 
the house. I ·tried to think of spring, but all I could . 
think of was that one of these two would be the 
next president. ~ chill ran up my spine. I stopped 
to clean the bottom·of my;:, boots. l forced myself to 
think of the good t:hings)fpdng:sh;ould meari: •' flow-
ers, yes, and new ·growth:·Then suddenly, an evil 
srpile crossed my lips. Yes, l thought. Yes, Yes! --
spring. Friends and get-togethers and .. -.and ... and 
Bar-B-Qu_~s. Lots and lots and lo~s of Bar-B-Ques. 
Bob Pezzano (PZ) is a Continuing Education stu-
dent with a major in zoology. 
a huge suc~ess 
By Randy Spartichino, 
Jona than Garthwaite, and Andrew Gamble 
,{ 
On Friday, Qctober 14, we held the event c_alled 
BrotherPeace on Thompson Hall lawn. The event 
was a bigger success than any of us could have im-
agined. One of the main reasons that it went so 
well was because of all the support that _we got - . 
from the different groups and individuals on cam~ 
pus. We think that it is very in;iportant to publicly 
recognize everyone that was involved. 
dent ·w endy Hammond and Mike Rose, for all the 
time that they put into publicizing the event. 
_ We would like to recognize the Programming 
and Funding Organization with Monica Wells, The 
Student Activity Fee Council, and Student Activities 
with Anne Lawing for their monetary support 
which funded the event. 
President Gordon Haaland; Eve Goodmon of 
SHARP; IFC and Pan-Hellenic with special men-
tion to Dan Fasciano and Christina Breman; the en-
tire student senate with special recognition to Mi-
chelle Scenna, Tim Silk and the rest of the students 
for the university committee; the Progressive Stu-
dent Network and to the Catholic ;church in Dur-
ham with Father Rick for endorsing" the event. 
Our thanks goes out to the The New Hampshire 
for all the wonderful articles and editorials that 
were printed, and to all forum articles that were 
publi~hed. Student-Body President and Vice P~esi-
'(< ,· I; 
"'• ~ ', .. · 
But most of ~11 we would like to extend our grea-
test THANK YOU to the men and women who 
came to BrotherPeace. And to those individuals 
who spoke out against the v1olence that men com--
mit. It tookso much courage to make a stand and _ 
go against the societal norms which foster violence. 
_lastly, we would like everyone to know that Bro-
therPeace is a student organizatioQ. The first meet-
ing will be on Wednesd.:!-y, November 2, at 7 p.m. · 
Th.is is open to anyone that would like to join or 
that has any concer·ns that they would like ad-
dressed. . · 
Randy Spartichino, Jonathan Garthwaite, and An-
drew Gamble are all co-coordinators for Brother-
Peace., 
. . 
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· Starting this semester 
zenith Data Systems 
introduces a course everyone's taking~.; · 
EASY STREET 
It's a brand new course. Zenith ~ounces ~ smooth ~ r9a~ ahead in college with new personal computers available for fall 1988. . , · 
· Jusi off the fast track, these sleek, small and 
sophisticated rollers are built with the college student in 
mind for tod{ly and the future professional tomorrow. 
One look a t the-syllabus· anii'you'lf-see ·~hy 'tbis new -
,, class is so popular. The -semeste'r starts off it:>, high gear 
with an introduction to the new road scholars: the Zenith 
Super Sports & LIMITED EDITION Super Sport . .. 
· These 'rugged on-road, off-road portables really show 
their stuff even under the worst driving conditions. And 
without being gas guzzlers. With "intelligent power ' 
management", .power is rationed to subsystems for 
maximum battery operation. Giving you great mileage. 
Whether you choose the LIMITED EDITION model 
with an internal 1200 baud modem or the Super Sport 
with RAM option of 1.64MB _with EMS, even the most '.' 
, advanced course is clock~d in record time. 
Setting the curve in its class ~is the new ·zenith Z-286 
·desktop PC. This high speed racer runs at 8MHz with 
zero.wait•states, is AT compatible and cah move up to MS 
' OS/;2 ted1J\olo~ in the·future. And ti3lk about roomy.''rhe 
Z-286 comes complete with 1MB RAM with expanded leg 
·room capabilities - to 6MB - without using an expansion 
slot. Plus a single 3.5" 1.44MB media sensing floppy drive t 
·lets you "read and write" 720K disks. 
It's an accelerated course. The new class of computers 
from Zenith put yQu on the fast track in college and get 
















' • 8MHz, 0 wait states 
• .lMB RAM expandable to 
6MB-on system board 
• 1 1.4MB 3.5" floppy drive 
• 40MBhard disk 
• 2 serial ports 
• .1 parallel port 
• l EGA + video 
• 101 key keyboard 
• MS-DOSt included 










1 • soqss 8~. 77MHz 
•640KRAM 
• Internal .1200 baud modem 
• 10.5" diagonal LCD 
super twist screen 
• Serial port 
• Parallel port 
•RGB port 
• 5.1/4" floppy interf~ce 
. • MS-DOS included · 
, • Rechargeab!i~~detachable' '' 
battey included 
• Model ZWL-184-HR 
1 720K floppy drive 
1 20mg hard disk 
$1799 
,,~ .. '"" SU?E~SpEJ;:,.'!;';;,~7 .. "'." ,.. ,~ 
Limited Edffion .,,, 
Portable Computer 
UP,-GRADE ) 
Same as the Super Sport LIMITED 
EDITION model except-
• RAM option L64MB witH EMS 
• Numeric keypad p~rt 
• Expansion chassis connector 




• Dual floppy • With-20mg 
hard drive 
.$1299 $i999 $2499_ 
... Aeeell!rated 
. . . 
·•◄~ ., A1 •• _,1A: ! ·~ Hf~ '~ ~◄ F. 'i, ... ;IE "-'.P- ~~t J .E.' , -. .. ~· 
For more information about Zenith's Ml range of computers from the 8088 desktops, 286 desktops & portables, 386 desktops & por:tabtes conu.ct: 
.,, ·.,' 
' - . . 
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r ' 
Lead singer of A~tec Two Step, who will be playing 
at the Stone Chur~h in Newmarket this Thursday 
night. ,, -
Inspiration 
• reigns · 
By John Shamlou . test hits menager_ie, Prince 
concentrated on earlier hits 
Prince certainly qualifies as . from his pre-,., l999" days; and 
one of the "weirder" performers 
in pop music today, as most he rarely played a song in it's 
every.one knows. Unfortunately, entirety. Instead, he'd sing a 
, verse or two and then he and 1 this tendency to come off as a the band would .concentrate on 
_":pit flaky has k~pt -m:~ny from the music, f_requently bµilding. 
fully admiring his vast musical 
talents, and has most likely 'into- incredible funk jams that 
caused a drop off in his follow- were made overwhelming by the 
. f h l band's intensity. 
"mg rom is Purp e Rain days, Sometimes . this was a bit 
~hich were his creative and 
artistic peak annoying a?d one wished Prir:1;ce 
Af h lb would let fme songs such as U ter t at a um, however, G Th L k" d "L" 1 R d · p · • · p 1 _,, ot e oo an _ Itt e e - rmce s pretent10us urp e C "d I h · 
A World /lpart: 
llothing short of powerful 
I . . 
By Marc A. Mamigonian performance in A World Apart 
Fall has traditionally been the . (winning ap unprecedented 
time for serious films, films with third straight best actress award 
_something to say. So far, we at Cannes), but Jodhi May's 
have had white supremacism, Molly steals the film. May has 
.rape,John Lennon, and now, an extraordinarily expressive 
in Christopher Menges' -A face, enabling her to commun-
·world Apart the always hot icate the confusion and growi_ng 
topic of South African a par- J awareness of the young girl. 
theid. What emerges is far more Although the device of revealing 
than jµst another "controversial a situation through .the eyes of 
subject" film. A World Apart a child is far fro_m new, ·1t is 
is a powerful film, arid certainly effective here because _it is done 
the most effective film yet made with~subtlety and honesty. 
on the subject of apartheid. . May has a, powerful scene 
The filJ!l stars Barbara Her- · with Hershey after she has been 
shey as an anti-apartheid jour- released from prison for medical 
· nalist/activist in-1963 in South reas~_ns. When Molly finds oµt 
Africa. Surprisingly,-t-he film - that the real "medical reason" 
centers less ori Hershey than is that she tried to kill herself, 
-on Jodhi ·May, who plays Her- she is -furious with her mother. 
shey's eldest daughter Molly Hershey tries to explain that 
(she is about 12). The "90 day" she was afraid that ~he would 
laws h_ave · just been _passed, weaken and betray her friends 
which allows the police to hpld in the movement, but Molly 
for up ·ro 90 days anyone they does not accept this; what about 
wish to; Hershey is high on their your family, she wants to know, 
list because of her connections because even though sp.e undet-
with the a,nti-apartheid move- stands (or is l:>eginning to) what 
ment and the Mandelas. her mother is fighting for, she 
Rathe-r thari focusing on her cannot accept the sacrifices that 
struggles with the police, the come with it. _ 
film concentrates on how Molly If the · film ·has chosen to 
is affected by having her mother center or Hershey, it might been 
in jail and her · father gone rather insufferable, choking 
underground to escape the po- with nobility and-good inten-: 
lice. . _ . _ tions.'The truth is, Hershey isn't 
She is torn between under- given a chance to do much with 
standing the justness of the her character until late in the 
cause for which her mother is film; most of the time she is 
fighting and being bitter not made to suffer nobly. But Her- · 
. only for the 'loss o.f her parents shey has become probably the 
but also because of the ostracism most consis-tent actress working 
she is subjected to by her friends_.., in American (let's say English 
Hershey has been justly speaking, since this is not an 
prai_sed for the strength of her American production) films in 
the last 5 years or so, and she 
brings out subtleties of character 
-that might not have been dis-
covered by a lesser actress. 
Director Chris Menges ban- · 
dies the· material with care, and 
not much style; this is fortunate, 
since a style obsessed director 
almost certaintly would have 
distracted from the main point 
of the film, which is the story. 
Menges' ha'ndling of the final 
scene is superb, creating a · 
memorable conlcusion to the-
film. _ ·. 
The scene is the funeral of 
Solomon Mandela, for which -
Hershey defies house arrest to 
attend with Molly. The hnage 
of hundreds of marching~ chant-
ing victims of apartheid is_a 
reminder that in the 25 years 
since this film took place, little 
has changed, since similar spec:. 
tacles can be seen on the news 
with regularity. · 
· It is worth noting that A 
World Apart has been in release 
for some time now, but is just 
now getting a wide release (it 
would have died a slow death 
in the summer market). It is also 
worth. noting that this is far 
from the last word on South 
Africa~ There still has yet to ~ . 
a major film on South Africa, _ 
from ·the·black poinfof view:~ 
Think there will be in the near 
future? However, I will not hold 
that against this film. There arc 
too few opportunities to see an 
i mportant subject combined 
with fine filmmaking an~ great 
acting, which is why A World 
Apart is an important film to 
check out. Rain tour seemed to be an orvette eve op on t e1_r own, 
. indication that he was becoming but the sheer energy commg off '--• 11111!- .- .- !!!!!!-!!!!!!- ""- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ..... - - - - - - --_- - - _- _- - - ---:: _- - - - - _- _- _- - - - -""." - - - - _- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - _ ..... - - _- _- _- _- _- _- -.
db h the stage compensated. trappe y t e same star poses _ p • • d 
th t h ff t d M" h J , nnce got senous towar s 
a as a hec e h lC agger s . the end of the first set, urging 
career. He as t e appearance h d" · k G d Th" 
of a stuck up egomaniac. His t e au Ience to s~e o ·. IS 
b t lb f h seemed strange smce earlier he su sequen a urns, save or t e d C h d · I d · b 11 · t s · 0, Th T · an at a s1mu ate Just a out 
exce eln t- dtgn -8
1 
h tmesh, every sexual. position imagina- · 
were e - owns, a t oug bl li b d 'h h h 
th · - d· d h II e w en a e rose t roug t e ey ve pro uce · sue exce ent f h Wh · I "K" " d "Al h b center o t e stage. at 
sSitnR eSs las tshs. anl pl·ba et stopped his attitude from be-. a es on 1s atest a um . . -"L " h b b d - commg pretent10us was -the 
_ ovesex\ k~e eenh. a ' so sense of humor he displayed all 
.many_ adr~ o_o mfg at t ts t_our along. He engaged a conversa-
as an m 1cat1on o where Prmce • · h b d b B · · · t t d · t10n wtt an mem er on1 1s a o ay. B h Th t ·11 t t t b d oyer on w y men were never 
h
. a bwt urnh_o~ 0 ea g~O" trusted by women and during 
t mg, ecause t IS tour, whICh h" b d · "th C t I f 11 stopped at the Cent-rum in IS e ttm<: WI a, ' pay U Y w t I t Th d · f he tossed pillows a-t other band ores ~r as urs _ay, IS proo · members. . . 
t~a} Prmce _ranks _ ~Ithd the top . The second set featured more 
p~Tr oh~merh~ m mhudsI_c to ay.h_ . complete songs and Prince 
•. . 1s s ow a everyt mg · d d h b · · · · f · t N t '"' ·1 h contmue to rop t e arner 
gom~ or 1 · 0 on Y wa~ t e 'between hims.elf and the au-
music excellent but the light- d" D · f" - d" · h - d · 1ence. unng a 1ery ren ltlon 
s ?w
1
a_n stage set w_ere ge- · of "The Cross" the lights came 
nume y spectacular. Prmce en- - . . 
t d th t t · Id up and Pnnce egged on secttons 
~r\ · :h : ~gl d~h an ° · of the audience with a crashing 
.Thus anglt"la cltrcte (e sdta~e. solo, displaying a guitar talent e mu 1 eve s age an rn- 1 · b 
the-round set up was used) often . e~ua t~6us;. ah out any~nJ out _ 
rose up and down to elevate t ere. e ig ts stay~ ~wn 
d Sh ·1 E d k for one more long, glonous Jam 
rum~er ~1 a · _an ey- that' led into "Kiss;') the band 
board1st Dr. Fmk dunng solos. b 11 · h d A basketball hoop and swing mem ers a gomg to .t e e _ge 
t · - ff t th "d A d ll of the stage, celebratmg with se were o o e SI e. n a . · . . 
th b d - b · 1 d" the audience at the music they e an mem ers, 1nc u mg · k" · · 
the forever gyrating Cats Glover ' weTr~ ma dmgh. d p : . 
(p · ' ·d d 1 ) owar st een rmceqmet-nnce s ance an sou mate d h d" · h · I · 1 "k· 'd e t e au 1ence _wit a piano so o were on wire ess m1 es, prov1 - h d · · h · h h · - l d 
ing full mobility. . e_ unng "'!; 1c e Paye;, 
;,'.' Then-there :was the. mus'ic ~~tppets '/1
1 
!l_asbh_rY,~.~;e~, 
it~tlf. Prince opened with "Erot- I trpangk~' e datmhns tp,Th. a
1
isd-. ·•c " d f h . h · ey ar an ot ers. IS e 
1
1~ ttyll ~~ ~-ter t at dt eRmuhsK to · the encore of "Let's Go 1te.ra y J;:Iever stoppe . at · er - · ' , - · · 
than provide' the expecte~ grea: PRINCE, page 18 
William Lyon Lee, .Amilio Russell, Elliot Z.Levine·, William Zukof, Johana Ar~old and 
La~r~!1C~ Bennet -of-Th_e ·western Win~ vo<;al ensemble. wp.o ~Hf he r .performipg along :• 
with . Anapolis Brass as part :of t,he UNII Celeb-rity Series on November 19. ·For dcket 
info call 862-2290. · 
..... . 
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[lecessary because I.R.S: Records a tune heard for approximately 1 • he ·Arts & Entertainment , ·. R.E.M. 
Eponymous 
I.R.S. Records 
By Arthur Lizie 
Somehow it seems ludicrous 
that R.E.M. should release Ep-
onymous (really funny, guys), 
a greatest · hits album. They 
haven't been: around that long, 
have they? They've had a lot of 
critical and cult success, but they 
didn't even hit the commercial 
nutured R.E.M. from infancy three tenths of ,a millisecond · I ■ - -
only to see them bolt when they in the movie Made In Heaven. 1 sect Ion 
hit it big. lR.S deserves to-Cash Jingly guitars and stuff. You .I · · · 
inoptheband.Canalivealbum know, R.E.M., Miles Standish ,• n-eed·s wr·1ter.s'. 
be far behind? · proud and stuff. . 
Necessary or not, the collec- _The record is filled out by I · 
tion is competen_t, with an eight predictable but obviously I 
understandable emphasis on the , brilliant tracks. I'm sure you I 
hits. Of the twelve songs, four could guess what songs they are I 
are found in altered or new if you tried hard enough: The I 
states. The original Hib-Tone _, emphasis is on singles, including I 
single version of "Radio Free · the "new" single, "Talk About I 
Europe" is offered here. This The Passion" This emphasis is I · 
If you are interested 
ii) books, .theater or .· 
- Big Time until last year. Is this 
record really nec~ssary? 
To answer my own queries, 
yes to the first question, and: yes 
and no to the second question. 
First, R.E.M have been around 
that iong and come to think of 
it they've released quite a f.ew 
records. lt'_s been six ye3:rs since 
the seminal EP Chronic Town 
was released. Since then they've 
produced five new long play~rs 
and an entertaining collectiofl 
of B-sides. That's a lot of 
records. Six years is a long time. 
That makes me feel fairly old. 
0 misera Arthur. 
version is much more eclectic a tad hie-annoying. It's difficult I . - , 
and energetic than the Murmur tO reconcile the lack of Reck- ·'mus ·1 C and e· n1· oy ■ t ■ . 
version. Overall a superior cut _ oning tracks, as only "so. central : . _ _ _ . _ : . •, wr1 1-n g 
9f an already great song. rain" and "(Don't Go Back To} I _ . _ -- · I 
Chronic Town's "Gardening Rockville"· are included, leaving I 
At Night" is here with a "dif- superior tracks such as "Har- 1 - _s. h are ✓• y· O U r ', · 
ferent vocal mix~" For anyone, borcoat"-and "Seven Chinese · 
such as myself, who always Brothers" out in the cold. Go I I 
listens to the _original version · figure. Please. - ■ d 1 • t I 
of ·the song and says, "I can't. Well, if this record isn't e X p ~ r I en C_ es - a· n g e, _· •, 
believe this is Michael Stipe," enough to satisfy your appetite ~ 
· then this will convince you it's for. R.E.M., and it really · 
Michael Stipe. The original, shouldn't be unless you weren't ■ t 
whining and all, is much better. very hungry in the first place, some exper1 _ .;e-nce. 8 ,. · 
Document's~'Finest Work- then fear not. The new "new" 
Secondly, This record is ne-
c·essar:_y and unnecessary. It's 
unnecessary because anyone 
·, :who cares should have most of 
this stuff anyway, through leg-
itimate or othe.F°'."means. It's 
song" shows up in the "mutual R.E.M will be out any moment 
drum horn mix." The more now. In fact it might reaching 
mechanical original version' the stores ju.st as you are reading 
packs a harder punch. What we this, so go check out Eponymous, 
want and what we need isn't as and see if -the new record is out. 
-confusing hete. . . _ ' Rig?_t nc:>w. 
Also iacluded is "Romance," 
PRINCE 
(coµtihued from page 17) · 
Crazy," (with ·time out for the_ how to relate Prince's mix of 
band to shoot some hoops) sex and religion. Perhaps he 
''.When Doves Cry," the ultimate r simply feels that sex should be 
- .Yersion of "Purple Rain," · and celebr:ated instead of supressed, 
- finally "1999" which ended with yet to him ultimate faith should 
the same ti me 
Stop by room 151 in 
the MUB. an appropriate simulation of be put in the heavens instead. -· 
a bomb blast, with more lights of the .bedroom. Your guess is 
1 
-and tinoke than can be im- af good as mine. 
agined. The audience, simply ·what I do know is-that Prince 
said, was left reeling. · . is perhaps that most talented 
and if he ever drops his often 
purposeful weirdness he could 
well become the biggest ~tar of 
the next decad~, bigger than 
even his "Purple Rain" days. 
His power: to inspire audiences 
is tremendous, and stripped of 
his personality quirks, Prince's 
music could easily lead audiences ·I _ . : 1 
down whatever path he chooses I - ... · ' I 
I'v_~~ever quite figu!ed out individual in o IT1_usic tocl_~ , to take them. · · •--------- ----------~- ___ _; ___ ~ 
Alcohol Aw_are,ness Week 
. October 22-28, "1° 988 : 
A~lngAct 
presented by Perlormance Ensemble 
7 pm W~y. October 26 . 
Granite State Room, MUB · 
A play exllfflining the eff«tl of IUbatance abuse on the user 
, __ _ 
. Under the·~ 
. The Puahlng of Alcohol ~ -~h Advertl•lng : . 
Jean Kilbourne, nationally known media critic/lecturer 
7 pm Monday. October 24 
Granite State Room. MUB 
A dymanlc Pdl preMnlabon discussing illcohol aclvef1tS1ng as well as med1a 
censo,shlp on behalf ot lt,18 MCohOI industry ilncf con9'09fu'lg the spectal 
-;::"~~7~-:~ stude':ts. ~ -. m'J\C!'ities and .,, 
Addiction & Recovery 
Members of the l;INH Community 
9 pm :ruesday, October 25 
Room 307. Horton Social Science' Center 
lndrllduats discuss rt1et1 addict.on to and ttMtn r~ery 
trom ,atcohol and othef drops 
-
Non-alcollollc Beverage Bers 
Information on alcohol and other drugs available at 
locations on campus / 
Monday. October 24 Hamilton-Smith 11am-1pm 
Stil~ngs Dining Hall 4-6pm 
, Tuesday. October 25 McConnell Hall 1 tam-1pm 
Huddleston l;iall 4-6pm 
Wednesday, October 26 Kingsbury Hall , 11am-1pm 
Philbrook_ Dining Hall 4-6pm 
All events free and open to the public 
Sponsored by the UNH Qrug M,,,S:C, eo.d Ceimmittee_-
,.-! 
----
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, ,A BETTER ALTERNATIVE: 
~ - >SPRIN_G BREAK 
· · .. ~- -PARTY- . 
. :Barbaaos·· 
!fC 10r. ·.UNH 
$579 
. . BOSTON 
Presented by: 




FOR INFO CONTACT. ' 
~au lei Pellerin 
17 MADBURYRD·Apt 2 ·. 
. 868·6074 . 
, ~\ \ \\ . I~ . \ ·I\ l\: c I I\ I I I 





"BEAR TRACKS NIGHTf' 





. TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, AND VALUES M~NOR 
' . 
·COURSES OFFERED SPRING 1989. 
Ch E 410 Current Energy and Pollution Control Tech 
MWF 9: 10~ 10 W 4: 10-5 staff 
· C i E 520 Enviornmental Pollution arid Protection 
· TR 8: 10-9:30 Kingsbury M227 Nancy, Kinner 
·· Cmn 455 Intro. to Mass Communications. 
MWF 12:30-1 Joshua Meyrowitz 
· - TR 9:30-11 William Husson 
EC 635 Contemporary Conservation Issues 
, . " MF 3:10-5 James 106 Richard Parker 
EC 702 Natural Resources P9licy 
-- w 2:10-5 Murkland 301 John Carron · 
HMP 401 U. ·s. Health. Care Systems . . ., 
,TR 2: 10°3:30 Spauldi,ng 19 Eileen O'Neil 
·TR 9:40-11 Jam~s 208 Marc Hiller 
HMP 401H (by permission) TR 11:10-12:30 Hort~n 210 · 
- Eileen O'Neil . 
. Hist 521 History o f Science TR 11:10-12:30 Horton 210 
Hisa Kuriyqma · 
·1c ON 401 Nuclear War 
TR 11:10-12:30-Spaulding 19 Ken ~uld and Tony Nevin 
Nurs 670 Issues in Health Care for the Aged 
T 5:40-8:30 James 106 Juliette Petillo - . . 
• . t . 
Phil 44 7 Computer Power. and Human· Reason 
TR 8: 10-9:30· Hamilton Smith 18 Bill de Vries 
· . __ TR 11: 10-12:30 Hamilton Smith 42 Bill de Vries 
MWF 3:10-4 Hamilton Smith.42 Paul McNamara 
Phil 660. Law, Medicine, ,and Morals . . 
· J'R 11:10-12:30Hamilton Smith 41 Qrew Christie 
Tech 583 Technology Systems 
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ClJT,OlJT.ffERE· . 
. ·, . ·, ' ' .• r-~--~---•---~~-, 
I 
~-•~k~s You to Florida and 'back. ., •• ,. .. . . I ·. "''. 
; Our new·lo'.w student fares are·a-qui~.k st;udy! Just $99 (ound trip ~n Contineotal's new ndnstops 
· from Soston to Tampa and Ft. Lauderdale only. Plea$e-present this coupon when you. pu_rchase · · ·-1 _ yourticket:(one coup~n,_per.ti~ket, ~riginals_o~ly, no copies a_ llowed): Ticket? available for.· I 
· purcha$e-only at Continental t1cket1ng locations. Students must present valid. college ID when 
I. purchasing ticket. This fare is non~efynda~
le and is valid only for full-time rnllege stud_ ents _ I 
age 25 or younger. Travel must ong1riate 1n Boston and be completed by December 14, l98$.:' -
Holiday blackouts apply (November 18, 19, 22, 23,.26-28). Round trip pur:chase required. _, 
I Seats a_re limited and fare rnay not be·availaQI~ on every flight. This .offerjs not vaUd. in conjunction · 1· · · with any other Continental fare promotion, and no OnePasssM miles may be earned with this 
I 
special fare. . I 
Continental Apnt Tlcket,ne Instructions~ 
I. The original promotional certificate (no copies) must be presented. :S. Use Ticket Remarks to enter the following information: 
I 
. Verify travel for compliance with all corn;litions of the certificate. "Valid CO Only/Non-Ref." •: , I 
Verify,student ID and customer age 25 or under. . ~. Issue a ticketµsing Even Excbange (EE) entry to ent~rth'e exchange . _' , , . ,.-
2. Retrieve the cust0mer's PNR and create a Stored Ticket Shell. document number (BOSTON- 0054850899999X* 3}and the · . 
Complete the ticket as follows: , • . actual form 'of p'ciyment used. . . : ~--
· B, NOT VALID AFTER: Enter "14DEC". · "Exchanged". Enter the form and serial number oHhe ticket issued 
C. FARE CALCULAilON·LADDER: "BOS CO (applicable and attach to the Auditor's coupon. . •, : , '.; . ,: 1 · A. FARE BASIS/TI
CKET DESIGNATOR: Enter "GH75". 5; Draw a diagonal line across the face of the certificate and mark I 
____ _,i~,,,:; ·~,_ •~ . ,~· f ~~\~\/;')9'fJ,i'f~1r]67 6,, S1"deotlD ~"''. be.~cified at time of ar~:::t:5'.
0899
: 996 .. .. · • 
.. - · .. _ ,,:.,'c J ~ :-,~rr~~ ,:. ~--·~. ~.~..,, -.. =•"'7( ,,, ~· ~- - -~ :=--.~------~;t--S.,___, ___ ...,;. 
.. '.: }_, ,.;i:~'1 
:_;_t~ 
, -· And take your cut of up to s200 savings on our new low student fares. · , ·-;: · · 
:_r •, F'irst, grab a1pair 'of sciss9rs. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because st~dents ~an riow : :' .. ,. 1 •• 
. ,,, · " .. _. ... cut up in~Tampa or:H. Lauderdale, for .only $99 round trip from Bostqn_.. . . . - - . · 
.· Ju.st cut out_Continenta:l't low student fa.re. coupon, -above, and bring it with you wh-et1_,yo;u:)-purchase your tickets. : 
· . No advance purchaseor_5_qturday night stay required and travel must be completed by December 14, 1988, · 
Just follow the instructions· on the coupon. And_y0u·11 discover that sunriy Florida is a mere snip, pack and splash away: 
· - · · For reservations, call Continental at 617-569-8400 .. 





Workingto be Boston's.choice. 
© 1988 Continental Airlines. Inc. 
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HAGXS HALL 
sol THIS Z£ BBUL GUT 
is ON THE VERGE OF 
- DEMOLISHING HACKS 
HALL: ~------_..c.~ 
.----------....... NOT ONLY. · THA7; BUT 
THE RESULT1N& 
IMPLOSION WILL C/r£An 





by /1iic_haei Dowe . 
· hj _ ~urt Krebs . 
_ l:>y Dick Sawyer 
BY JOHN HJRTLE I 
THERE W!L L 13E 
FLOODS/ TIDAL WAVES! 
EARTH~UAK£s! TH£ 
LR.SJ £TC/ £'TC/ 
SO HOW 00 WE 
STOP IT? 
NO 'PROBLE.M! WE 
JUST PERFORJV/ r1-1,s 
EXORCISM CEREMONY 
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Studyin· 
. this suntllter! 
-The UNH Cambridge Summer 
Program-is now accepting 
r 
· applications. 
Ha01iitOn S01ith 52 
862-3962 
entJ 
TIX available . 
• • • • . ·,_ 
• .  THE HANGING ar Wec:MUB 
• • • • • . .;:
:::::::: :ii:::::;: .,,:,:,:-:,:,: 
-
~~ , {1_.GfJLIJ:£GE\ TQil 
• .
• .. 
• • • • • • • 
• • 
·• .  
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\ • ' , ~ ,, • • ; , • .._ ' ' ' • ' ,, •' '•\ --:• ,' ' • A• •~ ,- ,: ,~ , , , I f,. 
t I ''f ~ '~., ,', •, -~-~~ •, ,;f ~: ~l : ~ ·, .'. • ! • f ' 1,r ; ,-------------------.-----------111111111--1111111111 _______ .. 
. Co11gf21tulations ! Just by having your name on one 9f . 
these, you may be eligible to g~_tr'a, .grdit discount on_a new , 
IBM®.Personal System/2-~ con,ipu_ter. .A.nd that'~(th"e hard . 
. _,~:( -:: . , . ,. r 
Part ~.f:-. - . ~·;)~-,,~ ' ' -~ ,, 
·- The easy part's the p~M\R$/2. It's easy to learn and 
easy to use. It can help yo-u orgarti)ie" notes, write and revise :i •~~-....... ······ ... ·--:;1 
papP,r~~ ~~~~~~~~g!h;;ii,1~t-~r;;~!~:~i~s:~~~~ good .;l,llii~i;ii1il1'iia 
,.ooks to make your schoohyork .look better. 
· · · · · ··· ··- • .·.·.·.·.;;;;:;·:·:·=·=·:·;·;·= =;=;=·=;:·=·- .... .................. :·:·: _:.-:·:-.·_ ::::-:::·_:_:_:_:::::;~~~~=+:t&stitt 
--- - R ------------ - ---- ---- - - -- :.-·--- --. ir~•- · 
Visit your campus C(?mput¢r store 
in Thompson HaHand reg.ister to 
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CLASSIFIED 
I~,1~~-SA_L,~· Ii _, _H_O_U_SIN_G ______ 
t . ....-- -~ - ~...:.~W..: Are you looking tor a place to live?_ If so 
FOR" SALE: ·1981 Pontiac T-1000, compact 
station wagon. ONLY 45,000 miles. Runs 
well, in good shape. Asking $1,200. Call 
. Sue 742-7304 evenings best. 
84 Chevette - good conaition, low mileage, 
like new, snow tires, $2,000 or BO. 868-
1259 or 679-28.89 ask tor Dave 
For Sale - 1984 Olds Cutlass Ciera LS, 4-
door sedan: 46,000 miles, V6, A/C, power 
steering/brakes, AM/FM Stereo Radio, 
659-3578 
FOR SALE: RADICAL SKIS, ATOMIC SL, 
185 cm w/ Tyrolia 420 BINDINGS. SKI 
BAS_ES -EX COND. BRAND NEW BIND-
1 NG S, USED ONLY ONCE 9000 
REL/RACING $150 or BO 862-4142, Kim 
1981 Subaru Wagon -high mileage, ex-
cellent condition Tuffcote-Dinol under-
coating. Days 868-5634 $1400 · 
FOR SALE. 1978 Honda Civif Sedan- Good 
. to excellent condition, one owner, call 664-
2280 after 7 p.m. 
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON. 
' °5-SPEED. ALL OPTIONS. COMPUTER-
IZED READ-OUTS. GARAGED. NO RUST. 
EXCELLENT· CONDITION THROUGH- 1 
Ol)T. $4250.,868-5122 
call 868-6329. Great location on Main St. 
. in Durham. Must be female 
4 bedroom house in Somersworth on bus 
~oute. Immaculate, newly remodelled. Fully . 
applianced, washer & dryer. C.urtains, 
carpeting, partially furnished . $950 .'- in- · · 
eluding heat, lease & security. No pets. 
692-3031 . --MUST BE SEEN--
NEEDED .- female non-smoker to share 
room for spring sem. New condo in Dover, 
6 mi from campus. Call Jenn 749-4031 
. WANTED: TO ESTABLISH COOPERATIVE 
LIVING SITUATION IN SEACOAST AREA 
WITH 2 OR MORE WOMEN. RENT NE-
GOTIABLE. CALL CAROLYN 433-5587 
WANTED: COOPERATIVE LIVING SITUA-
TION WITH NONDRINKING MEN IN 
oow·NTOWN PORTSMOUTH. RENT NE-
GOTIABLE. CALL RICK 433-5587 
2 Railroad St., Newmarket- House in need 
of rentors!! Spacious and homey. 5 people 
renting, need 2 more: On Kari-van route, 
washer and mostly furnished. Lease and 
deposit required- $195/month and utilities · 
(low) . Male or. female, non-smoker pre-
ferred, No pets!! Call Abi or Leslie at 659-
2386. 
Work study jobs at UNH dairy bar. Good 
hours, good pay, good food. Call Candice 
862-1006. 
Doth thou havest what it takes to be a: k-
•nigit 'or k-nigitress of the Round Table? 
Join us on October 29 at noon tor the Quest 
for the Holy Gruel. Cost, $2.00. Information: 
Alaina 772-5863 
Chris Morneau--Hope you're h_aving, fun 
with DZ. The best is yet to come! Love, 
Jill 
BE A VITAL LINK BETWEEN THE PAST, 
PRESENT, AND FUTURE STUDENTS OF 
UNH!! The Student Ambassador Council 
is now accepting applications. Pick yours 
up TODAY at the MUB INFO DESK or the 
Elliot Alumni Center. Application deadline 
is Nov. 4th 
Brando, I thought you weren't going to live 
in the house. 
SUSAN--You're a great little sister!! Get 
psyched tor more ·fun--Halloween, P.O. 
and becoming' a sister! l ove ya lots, Lynn . 
Need fel"f)ale sublettors for second semes-
ter. Three spaces available in a'SPACIOUS 
MAIN. ST. apartment. Call 868-6013 
Dear Kelley (My Big Sa) HAPPY THIRD 
ANNIVERSARY. You are the BEST! You 
have made.these the greatest 3 years of 
my life! I love you more than ever and know_ 
our love will grow even more in the years . 
Large (Sz. 46) Mans;brown leather coat, 
- ·Shearling lining/collar . Old and Broken• 
!'2:. 1:t ery warm: $95 / BO 431-1 362 . 
-'-------------+~ to come. Thanks tor always being there 
HELP WA
0
NTED!! PUBLIC RELATIONS 
. AIDE needed - an-artistic person is needed 
to work at the Field Experience office 
1 Ohrs/wk. Convenient! Right on campus. 
Weekends free! $4.00/hr. Call Field Ex-
perience 862-1184 
Work study jobs at UNH pairy Bar. Gootj 
hours, good pay, good food. Call Candice 
862:1006 
SANTA's coming to town! November 19: 
Newington Mall. He needs help! Days-
Nights-Weekends. Good pay. Cail Karen 
743-4738. ' 
O~-campus travel representative or or-
ganization needed to promote Spring break 
trip to Florida. Earn money, tree trips, and 
valuable work experience. Call Inter~ · 
CampusPrograms: 1-800-433-7747 
Wanted : Comp-anion to live.with elderly 
woman. In Durham, salary, room and .board. 
Inquire r.obm 319, James Hall 
WORK S'fUDY POSITION AVAILABLE -
GOOD$, ONCAMPUS, FLEXIBLEHOURS, 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. CON-
TACT MICHELLE DZIERZESKI 862-1542 
or 862,2175 
I: LOST AND FOUND 
Lost: Jules Jergenson watch. Three toned 
face, gold band. Great sentirriental value!! 
Please call Beth at -742-5140. Reward tor 
return! 
FRESHMAN CAMP INTERVIEWS--The 
sign up sheet is now posted across troi:n 
the Freshman Camp· OHice. Sigri up·now, 
space is limited. 
Workstudy jobs at UNH dairy.bar. Good 
hours, good pay, good food. Call Candice, 
862-1006. . . 
Hey K & H - Fine clue! Here's yours - ex-
O.C88717K3 ~ talk to me, but KC equals 
· 1 / 4. so try again. 
C & S, so you work tor TNH - no fair! K will 
remain a myste,ry unless you think oft 
campus. 
Sone, Doc, Flosky, and Stubby - when's 
dinner? J,J,K,K 
ROCK. STARS WANTED! Drummer & 
bassist needed for new exciting progres-
sive rock band. Writing original music. Call 
Jeff at 749-4644 (Dover) 
.Bonnie-Don't stress!! Things will get better-
I promise!! 
1/.NDSf'fR .  
_ i=W■MMM·Mf ¥-4 ~ 
Fox Run Ma.II, Newington, N.H. 
436-1117 . 
when I need you, you are my pleasure and 
my pal. Get psych~d'for Saturday and don't 
. forget Potter! I love you very, very, very 
much! Love, George (the Big Sa) 
Dove (That's DOVE, NOT DAVE, staff) -
What do you say We bur'n few copies of · 
. TNH Tuesday edition tor spelling your name 
wrong. Thank Qod they let me write this 
pers0nal tor tree or we might have burned 
down .the MUB. Your partner in crime, Ed 
(it you spell Ed wrong, staff, look out tor 
letter bombs) 
Poo, Chin up. Maybe I'll set you up again! 
Work study jobs at UNH dairy bar. Good 
hours,.gpod pay,,_ good food. Call Candice 
862-1006 . , . 
E.K.- I read on the wall of an elevator that 
you like your broccoli as hard as your men. 
Let's just.hope they come up before the 
sun does .. Love, L.B. and K.C. 
HELEN--All's I know ... watch out tor that 
spaghetti sauce! Oops! Thanks for shop-
ping and letting me escape the hell I have 
to live in (Saturday)!! I'm glad we're HAPPY!!! 
Love, HELEN 
Come see how to build, not destroy 
Nicaragua--tonight,. Belknap Rm at 7:00 
BE A VITAL LINK BETWEEN THE PAST, 
- PRESENT, AND FUTURE STUDENTS OF 
UNH!! The Student Ambassador Council 
is now accepting applications. Pick yours 
up TODAY at the MUB INFO DESK or the 
Elliot Alumni Center. Application d.eadline 
is Nov. 4th 
.t.1i..·'1,, 
Do you need a fun-filled exhilarat_ing 
weekend away??? YES YOU DO!!! Come 
with the NHOC - Colt people tQ the 
FRANCONIA REGION IN THE. WHT. 
MOUNTAINS NOV. 4-6th!!! Hiking, laughing 
and a good spirit is requir!3d!!! Pretrip tonight 
at 7:00 p.m. MUB Rm. 129. Cost $25.00. 
Call Susan 868-3855 for more info. 
Work study jobs at UNH dairy bar_. Good 
hours, good pay, good food. Call Candice 
862-1006 
J.P., Matt&Johnny B --Great job Saturday!! 
Can't wait until Christmas! Love ya, Sin 
RAISEN- HA! HA! I BET YOU THINK YOU 
KNOW WHO YOUR SECRET SPOOK IS. 
WEL_L, YOU'RE WRONG. THAT WAS JUST 
MY MESSENGER TO THROW YOU OFF 
TRACK. CAN YOU REMEMBER WHO WAS 
IN THE .DORM AT THE SAME TIME? 
GOOD LUCK AND COOL BEANS ·MAN. 
S.S. 
There's only one reason to read The New· 
Hampshire instead of Main Street: Art 
.Blougouras. 
Hey Blougie--You should have seen what 
didn't get into my column Friday--Another 
guy named Arthur 
And yet another Scoop Queen makes her 
presence known. Nice. 
To the UAC shut-ins Friday night- -You 
missed a good time. So there. 
To the person who found Amy's brown and 
white Icelandic cardigan -.it's nice isn't 
it? You've had it long enough, now-PLEASE 
. RETURN' IT!!! Call Amy - "862 ! 4244; or 
Allison 659-6263. ' · ·~ 
Going to NJ this weekend? Will sh-are 
expenses. Call Lori at 868-6265. 
Happy 20th DianeJ! Thanks for being .the 
best roommate anyone could have!! Hope 
your birthday is a blast! Love, Kristi. 
Need Cash? I'll pay you cash tor your 
reco'rds, tape cassettes, CD's!!! Lost Chord 
_Records, 491 Central Ave, Dover, NH 
03820, 7 49-3859 
Professional Word Processing for all your 
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient, · 
reasonable rates, quick return . Jan~t Boyle, 
659-3578. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profess 
sional quality. Spelling accuracy guaran-
teed. SAVE yourself time & money by calling 
NOW. Dover, 7 42-2037 · 
Pinky's Place - Bed & Breakfast in charming 
100 year old . Victorian home iQ.Dover. 
Perfect tor visiting friends & family. Call 
Pinky 742-8789 
· OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia . All 
fields. $900-2000 mo . .SighJseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-NH01 Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625 
Typing - Secretary with 15 years expe-
rience will type term papers. $1.25/page. 
Pickui;>/ delivery in Durham. Call JoAnne 
33226162 
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases 
fairly steadily from 6% of those with 
grammar shcool education to 150/oot those 
who are college graduates. 
Using more.than one drug at a time can 
be even more hazardous than over-
drinking. The effects may be additive and 
they may interact i_n unknown- ways. 
, Overdose and/or death is more possble. 
,Passing out fr6~ too m_uch alcohol is NOT 
the same as 61acking out. passing out is 
becomig unconscious, blacking out is a 
memory' lapse. More info call Health 
Services at 862-3823. 
Usingalcohol.respo~sibly means nqt letting 
the use of alcohol have a negative impact . • 
on self, others, or property. For some people 
this may be the decision not to use alcohol 
at all. Rec~gnize another's right to decide. 
tor oneself. More into call Health Services , 
at 862-3823 
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year 
olds .is drunk driving. We are the ·only age 
group with an increasing rate of death. Don't 
let yourself or your friends become part 
-of the~statistics. Call Health Services 862-
3823 for more info 
Grimace, 
Hope your 21st b-day is as good 
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I§ Have you ever wondered, while listening to the radio, exactly how that_ little · i . gadge~ works? Well, wond_er no more! You .no longer have to major in . electrical engineering to find out what is going on inside the most important 
I 
electrical invention in history (even the el~ctronic computer hasn't had the §i 
societal impact of radio, and the original tel,phone was not electronic-~-
'just' electrical). Now, ANYBODY at UNH who has had freshman caiculus (Math 
425 and 426) and freshman physics (Physics 407 and 408) can find out how the 
i 
~o~ that everybody listens to every day actually works. The historical I . 
development oi radio, beginning with Fqraday in the early 19th. century, will 
be a major dimension to the course. The course is technically self-contained 
--- if yol,! .know ~llat 11n intergraUs, and can write l(ir~.hoff's,ecn1ations for 
§ sim_ pie electrical circuts, then YOU ARE READY!, whaiever, your major. § ' 
·, 1·· ' _§§_ ·. Enroltment wlll be limited to 20-students. The course. will be run as a round 
table seminar, with active participation as a key_ element. Senior EE honors 
student, Felicia Kahn, will attend each meeting and assist_ in student 
§·· evaluation. Any UNH undergraduate with the above mi.nimum technical 
§ background (EX:f EPT for EE majors with junior or above departmental stan~jng) ' 
§ can sign up. 
...... . . ·t ·· 
JU~ 





t:U ,,,_l-r/AIL·WAYS _. 
-- / 742-ScJJ.{ ·· 
742--2990 --
-§:.. 'For more information, see ·Profess~r-P:aul,Nahln, King~bury Hall (Room 241), or t callhlm!'862-t333. · ' ' .. ., • . •. . . ' . '. •·• 
t6n~~t6ne.Q-a~~~~~~~?-~~,.q,~ ; i1 :t · · 
. ""' .... , I'.~" ' ·•:-:,t C'C ~ :: • ' • 
*Anger . . 
Fighting· Constructively ... 5 
Expressirig NegaJiye' , 
: Thoughts.and Fee.li,rl.gs:.'..6 . 
· -- Dealing· with . . "· , . 
Constructive Criticism ... ?_ 
Dealing with Anger .. . 8 
Understanding Jealosy·and 
How to Deal with it...9 
* Depression -
What is-Depression .. .431 
How to Deal with 
Depression .. .432 
How to Deal with 
· Lonliness ... 32 
Depression as a lifestyle .. .433 
ll:Stress and Anxiety · 
Anxiety and Possible 
Ways to Cope with it...30 
. How to Handl.e Fears ... 33 
Coping with Stress ... 38 
Relaxation Exercises; .. 37 
Conflict and Meditation ... 312 
Understanding Grief ... 85 . 
Death and Dying ... 84 
*Self Improvement 
Time management...15 
Self Assertiveness .. .402 
Building_ Self Esteemed _ 
Confidence ... 35 
Standing Up for Yourself ... 10 
Becomirig Independent from 
Parents .. .4 78 
The Value and Use of 
Self-Talk ... 36 
What is Councili'ng and How 
to Use it...61 
'Learning to Accept Yourself...44 
*Sexuality · . 
Male Sex Roles . ..40 
Male Homosexuality.:·.21 
De~ling with lmpotence ... 23 
Tim.ing Problems in' Male 
Sexuality ... 24 
Female S'ex Roles ... 39 
. r-emale Sex Homosexuality ... 20 
Female Orgasm Problems ... 22 ' 
*Friendship 
Friendship Buildii'1Q ... 1 
Helping a Friend ... ~O 
Recognizing Suic!dal 





Dating Skills ... 18 
lnfactuation orlove . ..70 
· Things to Consider in· L99king 
~for a Mate ... 71 . . . . . . 
. Types ot i'r)tirn?-cyLa; .. , 
How to Cope with-a Broken 
Rel~tionship ... 83 · .·. · · 
· .P-hysical lntimacy . ..4 
* Health Related Issues 
Early sign of Alcohol 
· Problem ... 160 . ·: 
Hesponsible Decisions about 
Drinking ... 161 
I've been Raped, What 
Do I Do? ... 315 . 
Dealing with ar Alcoholic 
parent...479 
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215 
. Herpes symptoms and 
:Oiagnosis ... 209 
AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225 
AtDS-Symptoms and Diagnosis ... 218 
Aq\,Jaintance Rape.· .. 319 
Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00-12:00 pm and select the tape you wish to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape 
is over.a Co_ol-Aid member will com~ back on the _line. Tape Hne is a service provided by'Cool--Aid in conjunctionwith ~he Counc_iling _and Testing. Cool-Aid is 
a student funded organization. Our hotline number is 862-2993. 
-""· 
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Rtinners take to the road 
By James Doneski the top sev,en could rest for 
The UNH men's cross- Friday's .New England Cham- . 
country running team was in pionship race. Boulanger want- · 
Buffalo, New York Saturday for ed to let his sub-Varsity runners 
the North Atlantic Division get a chance to feel the pressure 
Championships. . · of a Varsity situation. 
- · Ten teams competed iq the Although the runners did not 
TV news. 
Coach Boulanger was sur-
prised that every team pre·sent 
at at the-race ran full teams with 
the exception of his. He believes 
that New England's are far more 
'important than this race., 
The rest will hopefully give · 
the Wildcats th~ edge they need 
to perform at New England's. 
Last year they finished 17th, but 
Coach Boulanger is gunning for 
the top 10 this year. 
pouring rain and it was Nor- feel they ran ail that well, it was 
theastern who took the vicrnry definately a positive experience. 
with an amazing 21 poi_nts. Steve Crainer was first to cross 
Boston College, Canisius, Ver- the line for the Wildcats at 35:1 7 · 
mont, Maine, Hartford, Colgate, for49th .place. He was followed 
Siena, and Niagara finished 2nd by Guy Bertsch (35 :25, 51st), 
through 9th: respectively, with Mark Leonard (35:37, 54th), and 
. . .. -- · - UNH finishing in tenth. Th_ompson Parker (35:56, 
UNH runners placed tenth at the North Atlantic D1v1s1on Coach Boulanger sent his 60th). The team also showed 
New England's are Friqay in 
· Franklin Park in Boston, Mas:. 
·- sachusetts. 
Championships. (Dan MacDonald photo) "second sPven" to the meet ~o 1-- its acting skills as they'made the 
Kollen back ,at the helm after surgery 
By John K~lley to a rare heart ·ailment. The only 
He takes his familiar position chance he had was to get a heart 
at the end of the University of transplant. Due to the fact that 
New Hampshire bench at the spare hearts are like empty seats-
start.of the game. Helooks calm in Food and People - in low 
and at ease with his UNH supply and high demand -
hockey hat on and his arms Kullen was forced to wait, and 
folded ov'er his staff Jacket. He wait, and wait. At one time, the 
m~kes it appear like this was . doctors were worried if Kullen 
just another game, exhibition was in good enough·condition 
or otherwise, in his coaching · to accept a heart, the very thing . 
career. he needed to survive. 
· In actuality, though, it is much "You go through a series of 
more than that for head coach tests to see if rour body can 
Bob Kullen. This game is· _!lot withstand this long operation. 
, only the begipning of his second The doctors were worried that 
season as coach bt1t this. also I was not ready." 
represents, for the first time In August of last ,year, KuUen 
in over a year, the return to .a · was healthy enough to be· elig-
career he loves. . ible for a new heart and mirac-
"It is an interesting feeling," ulously, fourteen months later, 
Kullen said. "You might think the doctors have said he can 
it would be some recurring return to coaching. 
. feeling but it was just another . One thing Kulkn realizes is 
day because there is not much that he could not have done this 
that is overwelming to me now." alone. The fact that his job and 
. He has undergone a truly his fiance'e Cathy were waiting 
rematkable ·experience. In June for him helped his recovery. . 
of 1987, Kullen collapsed due __ "The people at UNH were _ 
just great," Kullen said ... People game several times. Or someone 
like President Haaland, Dave like Bob Kullen who fourteen 
O'Conner (coach .fast year), months ago was near death 
Charlie Holt (interim and waiting in a Pittsburgh hospital 
former coach), Judy Carboneau for a heart trans plant and 
(athletic director), and Mike 
I 
Saturday returneq to the bench 
O'Neill (director of Hockey as coach of the hockey team. 
East) allowed me to have this Life is not exactly the same 
opportunity. The fact that my for Kullen. He must adhere to 
job would be waiting for me a strict regimen of diet (low salt 
defintely helped me to recover. and few fatty foods) and exercise 
Not enough cart be said about · (walking four miles a day). But 
the support I got." Kullen has no problems with 
Courage is such an overu~ed the new regimen, _ he is just 
word· in sport. It should be happy to be alive. 
reserved for people who can ' He also married Cathy Der-
overcome any type of adversity. rick, the women's sports infor-
People like Jim Abbott, th~ one- mation. director, on December 
armed pitcher who played for 19. Due to his condition they 
the gold medal winning, US had to postpone their honey-
Olympic team in Seoul and was moon, one they still have not 
recently drafted into profession- taken. They decided to buy a 
al baseball by the California house instead . 
Angels. . . - . He is still the same coach but 
Or someone like Curt Warner this experience has certainly 
who led, Penn State to · the affected his priorities. "It is still 
national championship several . very serious and competitive . 
years ago desp_ite leg cramps . and I am into what I am doing," 
which forced him out of the KuUen -said. "But inwardly I 
react differently I don't worry 
about ·the little things such as 
an officials call, bounce of the 
puck, or a person on the .team 
making an error, that are out 
of my control. I think I have 
more patieµce and understand-
ing:' ·, 
Bob Kullen will stand in that 
familiar coaching position all 
season long, and for many years 
to come, try_ing to recapture the 
UNH winning tradition. 
But in the last seventeen 
months Bob Kullen has already 






WHY ARE BUSH AND DUKAKIS 
UNWILLING TO DEBATE THIS MAN? 
Welcomes Yon .To Enjoy 
SPECIALS 





R .\ \\. B, .\ R & l ~ R I I. I. 
421 Central Ave. 
-Dover 742-0747 
Find out when Ron Paul, former congressman and 
Libertarian party candidate for President, visit_s UNH. 
Wedne-sday, October 26, at 5:00 pm in •Kingsbury Hall M227. 
Free and open to ,the public. · 
Paid political advertisement. Paid fo~ by Don Van Osdol. 
The UNH men's ice hockey team took' on Holy Cross and t riumphed to start the 'Cats pre-
season <file pbma) · 
/.:~-~'- \'1\'1__4 ·/~1 ;· -~~Ji\9 
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UNH, • glides to 
pre~season win 
ByJohn Dubois 
· The UNH Men's Hockey 
team skated into the 88-89 
season Saturday night with a 
pre-season victory ov_er Holy· 
Cross. 
The 'Cats won the game by 
the scorn of 5-1. 
· UNH Junior Mark Johnson 
posted two first period goals 
to put the 'Cats up by- th~ score 
of 2-0 at the end of one period 
. of play. , · . . .. 
_ In th e second period UNH 
scored twice more to go up 4-
0 and it looked like it was going 
to be a blowout. 
. ' Holy Cross ended the _ scoring 
rn the second period on a goal 
by Matt Cu_shing. _ 
Freshman Joe Flan·agan of, 
The UNH power .play has a ' 
new twist this year. Sophomore 
Sensation Ch ris Winnes has 
been moved to the point and · 
looked 'very comfona~le at' his 
new post against tqe Cross. 
After rhe game, Coach KuHen 
: commented on _why he switched 
Winnes to the point. · 
".The_poi nt is the -least co-
. yered p.lace 9n the power play 
and Chr'is can shoot from an- ,· 
ywhere." Mark,Johnson was 
·picked as player of the game by 
the new T.V. · station out of 
Portsmouth WGOT cha~m~l 60. 
"The team played good for 
the first time out,"J ohnson said . 
- . - • . · UNH had the only goal of the 'C t ' 'h· H 1· . c· ·' , . third period at 1:53 . 
Coach Kullen felt the ·key-to 
the .victory was that ''we con-
trolled the puck well irr:otir own 
erid." -
,Next Saturday the 'Cats will 
travel up to Vermont for the · . . a S . crunc ~~. 0 y .. ·· ross in~t~ ·;::ss~~~~~a.;~;~~;;,, 
with -a solid perfo.rmaqce, on. 
defense and an offense that was 
verr opportunistic. 
season opener . . · · - · 
Coach Kulle·n believes that 
the· UNH players "have to use 
their teamates m ore and do less 
theµ1selves." 1 · 
By J.-R.ussel Pabst F h · · a lot of shots .on net and got a ·· 
. l.lC_ s used intr_.1·guing.strategy Fonhe first time"since·rs·_ep- G lot of corners." ' · _ rn usrng audette tO'' take the · 
tember 14th, theUNH women.'s shot. "She's (Gaudette) got an The Wildcats, however, could 
fie,l<l,_ P~Sk~X/ ~~-11?- _f~l~ . t9-_e3 ~~~ll e,xce~lent stroke, and I thought not kee_p up the intensity in the 
of victory wtth a 2-1 ovemme Id _give her a c~ance, espe_cially second ·Ralf ·arid gave up a goal 
win\>yer Holy ·Cross ori Thurs~ after the way she has been at ,~!?6tf/he
1 
half.f ' ~-i-' f . . 
day. . .,. . . . . . taking a pounding in the net . . e , e . as eep or t ·e irs.~ 
J'he win ended the Wildcats' _lately," commented Fuchs. "It _ 20 m1!1utes of the ~econd _half, · 
win.less str.eak at eight games ------------• -· explarned Fuchs. ·When they 
and marked the first time UNH "W · ll h scored, we got pissed off a.nd· 
scored two or rrio're goals in a · e are rea Y appy' woke· up." · 
game sinc;e their. fast win against but we will have to take Brenda Canning got her first 
Verfuon'r. . . . , . < ' , • • • I • collegiat¢ goar with jus't over 
.''It:s really great it ( the st-reak) : · \the season from here and 10 minut~s to play in regulation 
is oi er," hea:d coach Lariren win t·he rest> of our to knot"the scote at 1~·1:'The 
Fudf,s said. "We are really . ,, · ' 1 Wildcats totaled 15 sli.dts' oh net 
hap,Jl Y, but w.e .w-iHha¥e~~~, ~ake =-'•-games . . - Fuchs in the half, along wi-th seven · 
the. season from ·here and win corners. ' C ' '-· • • • •• 
th~ r~st d _oU:i games:" . -:~=_ ~·was an excellent shot, too!" ·j The 'Cats kept the aggressi~e' 
Goaltend~r Stacey Gaudette New Hampshire took control play continuing throughout th'.e · 
got'Lhe game winner at 7:45. of in the first half, ringing up 18 half · and into· the overtime 
the .... pvertiinestanza on a penalty shots on th .. e HoJy Cro.ss .net . ..Period which 'culm'inated into 
stroke. The penalty Wa$"called: Several of thesei.attempts either Gaudette's penalty shot goal to 
on Holy· Cross goalie Kelly hit the post o.r were near misses. w:in the game. 
Landendorf, who intentionally "We dominated the first The Wildcats were scheduled 
grabbed the.ball in the air near. half," Fuchs said. "We could do to play host, to Penn State on 
the net. · 7" what we wanted to do. We put· Saturd-ay, but the 'game was 
Women's tennis 
captures finale 
By Naomi Elvove singles. 
Desp.ite the fact that they Kara McKenna, at"third dou-
were rni.;sing some key players, bles, defeated her opponent 6-
the UNH wo.men's tennis team 2, 7-5 (7-1). Her final singles 
ended their season with a 4-2 record was 7-5·; six of which 
victory over the University of were played at third singles and 
Massachuset ts at Amherst on six at fourth. In)doubles, she was 
Thursday. T h ts victory gives .not as_successfol (2-4). 
them an oveni.11 winning record Playing four:th singles, was 
of 6-4. · Tori Wincup, who was strug-
The won1fn nnly .played· six g1ing in the first set, but she · 
matches. :atber than the usual fought back and was rewarded 
nine, bec :1.us~ some ·players had with a 3-6, 7-6 (7-1), 6-2 victory. 
to take 1nidterm exam~. ,Also, Her overall singles record was 
second ci ·"1ubl 1;s was cancelled - an even 5t.5; her doubles record 
due ,to dar\ .r.ess. · · · · was 5-4'. · - . ' 
Liz Lerner, playing fir~t sin- Monica Brent, who lost 6-3, 
gles: in place of the absent Deb · 6-4., ended her first season at 
Rinaldi, won easily 6-1, 6-0. This UNH with a doubles record of 
match may ~ave been a preview 5-4, and a singles record of 0-
for the next season, because 2. The only doubles match that 
Rinaldi is graduating thi.s year. was completed was the team of 
Lerner's singles record for the Tonna an.cl McKenna, who_ lost 
season was 8-5, and in doubles 6-3, 7-5. , 
she was 2 for 2. According to Coach Ru·ss 
I~ the second singles position, · McCurdy, this match was one 
Sar~ Tonna was vic torious 6- of the highlights. of the season 
. 4, 6l4; she concluded her ·second because it was dose; and because 
seasbn at UN H with an overall it gave them a winning season. 
13:f record. Tonna's year was T he gen~raJ }~t.tit-¾lJ e o.£ the-.,.,1 
als~ a success in that she began w:om e~ was a factor in the ir 
can-celled because o.f rain. The 
game is_ not planned to be 
rescheduled: 
UNH will travel down to 
Springfield and try to make it . 
two in a row Tuesday at 7 :30 
pm. . 
in f:lte sixth singles position, and v1cto r10us ou tcome. McCurdy 
sh~i progressed to p lay the _said, "It was really a team in the 
ma}6rity:ot 'herinia.tch'es·.ar: tiJfeitrd.i~ ,b_e~;t! ~eO§(:, of' tb~twwt;Lt;;/_,.~) · • .. •'.."· .,,,, ,.., .,c~•"ce~ ·, ,J. '"'"'t: .,r,.~•. ;; •,: 
Ca-tam·oU]1tS·•Jilll 
. . ' , ' .. 
to men s tennis 
By David Apm\ovid1 , · · 
The UNH meri' s tennis team • 
eveded 'its record'_ at '2-2 Friday 
by-clefeating Vermdht 5-4. 
New Hainpshire'fcause was 
hef ped by three singles victories 
apd two wins in doubles play, 
including the third victory of 
the season by the team of Brian 
Baker and Tom Jackman. 
Vermont took the first singles 
. match of the day by defeating . 
UNH's Tim Porter, 6 -2, 6-2. 
The Wildcats -·responded by 
taking the next three singles 
matches. Baker defeated Andy 
Radden, fr.:4, 6-2. Jackman also 
scored a singles. victory, down-
ing Vermont's Bob Burger, 3-
6, 7-6 (7-2), 6-l .- · · ·'. · 
When Vermont .took the lase 
', ' . ,, 
two sir{gles, as we.l.L as the .first 
doubles, -t,he 'Cat_s .indeed.looked · 
in ;t;.rnubl.e, a1S they ·Jil;.€e_ded tl).e 
las;t two· doubles matches to 
triumph over the Cat~mounts: 
·That is when Baker and. 
Ja,ckman, ,New Hampshire's top . 
. doubles team this s<:ason, went --:. 
into action. The pair handily-
defeated R_add<:n ilnd Bonovitz, 
6-1, 7-5, to tie ita-t 4.::-...4. Pete 
Carlisle' and Glen Whellen won 
itfor the 'Cats in the last match · 
of the day, beating the team of ,, 
Don Stecklow and Oscar Athens · 
fi1 three sets, 6-3, 3-6, 6-2. · 
The Wild<;ats next see action . 
th1s weekend, October 28 and 
29, at the ECAC North Atlantic 
Conference at Vermont. · . . 
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Sports 
Wildcats take charge in 4th to beat -NU 
By Ward D. Fraser 3.tu and goai. Bob Jean fumbled 
Tailback Norm Ford, not on the play but the ball was 
slated to play due to an injury, recovered by center Jim Prend: 
scored on a one yard run with ible. Facing a fourth and goal 
1 :21 remaining in the game to . at the two Coach Bowes elected 
give the Wildcats a 15-10 come- to go for the touchdown. Jean 
. back win over the Northeastern fumbled again on fourth down 
Huskies. The win ma~ked t-he and New Hampsh_ire would not 
16th straight victory over the score. , 
Huskies, dating backr}o 1972. Starting from -their own two 
The touchdown was set up by yard line the Huskies used a 
a fumble recovered by U_NH , s strong running game: and a few 
defensive' back Ryan Jones at key penalties to march to the ' 
the Northeastern 32 yard line UNH 5 yard line but had to 
with ,6:35 remaining in the settle for a field goal with 9:06 
fourth quarter. left in the first half. 
Nearly 1300 fans braved the Only minutes later, NU in-
cold and rain on Homecoming tercepted a Bob Jean pass a.t ,the 
Saturday to watch the two teams 'Cat's 33 and returned" it all the 
slip and slide on the muddy way to the 5 yard line. Two plays 
Cowell Stadium field. It: was later in was 10-6 Northeastern. 
obvious that the team that could "The -turnovers were killing 
hold onto the hall duri_ng the us again," said captain Will 
- inclement weather would come- Tychsen. "But we knew we could 
,out victorious. For the first time ·come back. We knew it was our 
in three weeks it was UNH who . game if we wanted it." 
got the benefit of the turnovers. UNH would fumble again as 
After exchanging punts_ on Bob Jean gave up the ball late 
the opening possess,ions, def- in the 3rd quarter at the Huskie 
ei:isive back Tim Byrne r'eco- 3 yard line. It looked as if the 
vered a N onheastern fumble 'Cats were goini to lose another 
at the visitor's .28 yard line. It .heartbreaker, but the ball began 
looked as· . though the drive to bounce their way in the fourth 
would stall again as the 'Cats quarter. - . . 
had tv..:o irn;omplete passes and NU's QB B'yron Burt coughed 
The football team waits for a dry bal_l to be placed 'as they battled the elements as well as Northeastern a holding pen~lty. up the ball early in the fourth 
on Saturday. (Liz Moulton photo) - . Facing a 3rd and 20 situation quarter, which eventually led 
' . . . I - from the Northeaste,rn 38· yard to a Shawn Lane 3 7 yard fa;ld /Eato' n. sw· 1·n· g· S.✓- ·a·t· l,ECA-C's'_I  line,seniorquarterback 'Bob goalatthe10:59markofthe . Jean hit Curtis Olds for a 24 yard fourth quarter. . . 
gainandaNewHampshirefirst Hurt started out as Nor-
down. It was the first comple- theastern's fourth string quar-
By Kevin Connelly tion _of the game for Jean, who terback iri the beginning_ of the 
What ·does the city Hershey excited about the whole ordeal. second day which cost him," said had l6 completions on 31 at- season, but due to injuries and 
PA remind you of? To most The to:wn was great to tour, and Pope. "But it's a great honor tempt_s, a great effort despite lack of p'roduction got the 
people chocolate is the answer Merril Lynch; who sponsored just to play the.re." the weather. . starting job. His inexpedepce 
for }ts huge chocolate factory'. the tournament, had a huge Although Eaton did notfinish Jean connetted with Olds a showed as he pitched the ball 
But to.Austin "Ace". Eaton of banquet',"-sajd UNH head coach, as a medalist the honor will be few minutes later for a 17 yard away with 6:38 left in the game. 
the U:f'.'JH golf team, golf is the Ken Pope who traveled with ' u.u.r::..L·gettable and perhaps even · touchdown pass. Olds out- Jones recovered and Ford iced 
respoQse, for the ECAC cham- Austin to PA. . helpful £or the following years jumped three defenders in mak- ~,he game with his one yard run. · 
pionships that was held there All the hoopla generated a - to come. · ing the touchdown grab with "It was a big emotional lift 
this past_ week. Eaton ·qualified, fine first round by the wildcat "It was a really good expe- 5:03 left in the lst quarter. The for us," said Tyschen. "Hope-
~long with 116 other players sophomore as he shot a 78 to rience," Eaton said. "I had a point after was wide right, . fully this win will give ·us . the 
rn the _country~ to participate place 33 after the first day. His - tough time on a few of the holes, leaving UNH with a 6_0 lead. incentive we need to finish out' 
at the two day tournament. final round did not cast the same ✓ and I had a couple of bad breaks, UNH' s Shawn Lane's kickoff our schedule." _ 
"Hershey had a great course results, as his score rose to an but the whole tournament wa's was fumbled by Nlf s Calvin The 'Cats finish the season 
and the whole tournament wa; 8~. · really impressive." Johnson and recovered by def- ' with 4 straight Yankee Confer-
mangiffcf-nt. Ace was really "Ace played really well, he - With a couple of lucky breaks ensive end John Dubots at the ence games, starting with BU 
struggled on two hofos the Eatori could find his swing Northeastern 34 yard line. _ away .. on the .30th. New Hamp-
/ - carrying him back to the land The 'Cats moved the ball to shire's ne£t home game ,is 
M L
. . hi• . of the giant chocolate facrory. the 2 yard line where they faced - November §·th against Villan-
.C ollg In too Ova. 
·much-for Yale 
By Rob Heenan 
This Saturday ·saw the UNH with fo ur ' minutes left , but it 
women's soccer team defeat the was too little too late as New 
Elis of Yale 2-1 as Diane Hampshire raised its record to 
Mc-Loughlin became the Wild- · 9-4-1 with four games remain-
cats' all-time leading scorer. ing. The victory raised the 
Mcloughlin, a s-0phomore, · Wildcats to the 17th spot 1n the 
notched her 14.th an_d 15th national rankings. 
career goals, passing Sarah "We fed real confident, if we 
Stokes who had 14 goals in her play our game we _can compete 
two years a~ a Wildcat.. with anyone," said Sydlowski. 
Mcloughlin started the scor- '.'-Ball control and the passing 
· ing at the 38 minut~ mark with game afe the keys, and obviously 
an assist going to teammate scoring." . 
. Mary Beth Sydlowski. UNH ~enior goaltender J a-
"Ever-yone looks to her nen_e Tilden came up with 12 
(Mcloughlin) to score; she is saves on 19 Yale shots. New 
our primary goal scorer," said Hampshire only managed to get 
Sydlowski. , · off 13 shots on the Eli net, but 
. 1n the second half, McLough- made th_e most of the ones they 
lrn added the record breaking I had. 
goal to give the 'Cats a 2-0 lead The Wildcats will tty, and 
nine minutes into the half. Laura perserve their three game win-
Parsky recorded Yale's only goal ning streak as they host Holy 
when she put the ball in the net Cross on Wednesday at 3:00 pm. - -- ~ - Diane M~~ouglin le~ the Wildcats to a 2-1 victory over Yale on Saturday, and set a UNH 
.career ·scormg record rn the p~ocess (Sharon Donovan photo) _ . -
